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Abstract
Arab Gamers: An Identity Inclusivity Study
Bushra Alfaraj
Advisor: Dr. Jichen Zhu, Ph.D.
Playing video games is an activity that is partaken by people worldwide. Main-
stream video game developers specically in North America and Japan have produced
a multitude of video games that that are popular among a global audience, with genres
ranging from shooter games, adventure and role-playing games. Despite the copious
amount of video games that have been distributed around the world to be played
by diverse people, gamers who come from minority or underrepresented backgrounds
may not encounter many representations of that aspect of their respective identi-
ties. In the rare instances when these underrepresented identities are represented in
video games, they are often reduced to stereotypes that clash against more complex
representations of other identities in the game. Among these underrepresented and
stereotypical representations are depictions of Arabs and Arab culture in mainstream
video games, the most common depiction being of Arabs as terrorists in mainstream
shooter games. In addition to the limited representations of Arabs in video games,
there is not enough empirical data on how Arab gamers feel about the current state
of how video games portray their culture. This thesis aims to collect data from Arab
gamers to learn how they make sense of ethnic representations of their culture in
video games, and will analyze the data through an intersectional lens to understand
how identity complexity applies to the perceptions of individual participants in the
study and how they tie in with other underrepresented identity groups.

11. Introduction
Mainstream media produced in North America is popular across the globe, and is
enjoyed by gamers hailing from countless of diverse backgrounds within the continent
itself and overseas. While individual gamers possess unique identity traits in regards
to their ethnic backgrounds, gender identities, sexual orientation, political stances
and religious views -to name a few- it is not very common of mainstream video game
companies to produce content that is inclusive in representing the identities of its
diverse audience members. According to Anna Anthropy, this lack of inclusivity can
be problematic not only because it alienates minority gamer audiences, but also on
behalf of the game development industry creating repetitive content time and time
again, ultimately reflecting a form of creative stagnation [9].
Arab identity is an example of one that has been heavily stereotyped by non-Arab
media, specifically by various American news and entertainments outlets. Given the
interactivity factor and a degree of agency that video games offer, they arguably make
the narrative consumption experience more effective in terms of perception than that
of other media that are more linear this is especially notable in our pan-digital
era, where games can offer realistic graphics and gameplay mechanics that players
may be occupied with for several hours a week. Hussein Ibrahim, former editor of
at7addak.com one of the largest Arabic-language game websites takes note of the most
common depiction of Arabs in video games, that being the prevalent Arab-terrorist
stereotype in games when he describes how he, as an Arab gamer, feels about such
depictions:
“The problem is, the ‘authenticity’ [provided by video game developers] is
only on one side. As an American, you get to relate to the hero defending
2his country from terrorists threatening your freedom. As an Arab, you get
to relate to the guy who wants to blow up your city, and that’s all. Often,
it seems more time is spent making sure the guns in the game are more
authentic than on accurately representing the culture I belong to [2].”
In order to make their consumers feel included as audience members, video game
developers need to understand how their content might affect the gameplay experience
of their target audience, more especially those who resonate with the representations
in question. It is a bleak enough reality that Arab characters in North American
are most commonly depicted in shooter games, and are designed to be non-playable
terrorists that the hero must defeat, rendering them as stock images of “Others” who
are never seen in any light other than the stereotypical standard. Looking at Japanese
video games with Arab representations, on the other hand, the portrayals are often
limited to attire, aesthetic and design appearances that convey little to no direct
hostility toward Arab culture. Nonetheless, there is a degree of Orientalism that goes
into these designs, which in itself draws from inaccurate, exaggerated or outdated
stereotypes of Arabs tracing back to older time periods. Evelyn Alsultany refers to
scholar Edward Said’s description of Orientalism [28] as “akin to putting on a pair
of glasses that distort your vision. As a result of these glasses, our perception of the
Middle East involves seeing Arabs as exaggeratedly different. Often this difference
comes in the form of exoticism, where the Middle East is portrayed as a fantasy land
of deserts, camels, genies and flying carpets, and where women are belly-dancers and
men are seductive sheikhs [8].”
In discussing Arab stereotypes and their ramifications in the American educational
sector, Bushra Karaman and Marvin Wingfield emphasize how the Arab world, with
its diverse twenty-two countries that encompass several ethnicities and religions after
centuries of rich history, is often rendered to crude and inaccurate images by North
3American media [36], including game developers who have the power to alter that
misrepresentation, yet end up proting o the stereotypes they illustrate in their games.
North American film and television narratives have a history of implementing Orien-
talism in their depiction of Arabs, including that of the terroristic Arab. While they
go beyond by stereotyping Arabs beyond being terrorists (e.g. the “naive” Arab,
the “rich” Arab, the Bedouin who is clueless about modern culture [36]), it is worth
looking into the overall negative depictions North American media to understand any
patterns that lead to the frequent tendency to use these stereotypes to begin with,
even beyond video games.
Addressing the stereotypical representations of Arabs in lm and television has
been covered by academics in the last couple of decades, but there is little literature
on the misrepresentations of Arabs in video games. Mainstream North American
video games that stereotype Arabs often limit it to terrorism and within first-shooter
games, and seem to have scarce representations of Arab women at all let alone
positive depictions of them. Given the popularity of first-person-shooter games, the
most conspicuous depiction of Arabs in these games is as enemies that the player
(often assuming the role of an American protagonist) must re gunshots at and defeat
to progress in the game. Integrating negative stereotypes of Arabs in video game
narratives promotes the harmful inuence that comes along with not critically un-
derstanding Arab culture and civilization, and pushes non-Arab gamers from seeing
individual Arabs as complex individuals who do not emulate the behavior of the fic-
titious villains they are so often portrayed as in video games. Gamers who identify as
Arab are susceptible to becoming victims of prejudice and discrimination; Arabs in
the United States are associated with the acts of minority extremists who share their
ethnic background, and as such are widely blamed for the acts of those small groups
who North American media choose to predominantly focus on. Misconstrued repre-
4sentations of Arabs in games echoes a sense of disregard towards creating narratives
that resonate with people from Arab culture. North American video game franchises
such as Call of Duty are popular in the Middle East because of their engaging game-
play, yet they have game series that present primarily stereotypical depiction of Arab
characters as terrorists. As a result, Arab gamers enjoy these games at the expense of
casting their own ethnic integrity aside in order to progress in the game’s narrative,
not to mention the Arab gamers’ likelihood to feel excluded from the general audi-
ence due to the alienation of their culture in games. Non-Arab produced games that
blatantly shooting at Arab enemies and the overall lack of variety and complexity
in Arab game characters are both forms of estranging Arab players, as are wrongly
translated words or dialogue in the Arabic language in-game proof of the producers’
lack of or nonexistent background research under the guise of passing Arabic assets
for the game [21].
Understanding how mainstream video games have been depicting Arab identities
inaccurately and inadequately is a crucial step to understanding how to address the
overall state of Arab representations in video games, perhaps even leading to gradual
modifications of current representation shortcomings in the process. Bearing in mind
that there is a shortage of data on Arabs as part of the global mainstream gamer
audience, we sought out Arab gamers and initiated a series of semi-structured in-
terviews with them in order to collect empirical data on how this underrepresented
gamer group perceives its ethnic identity in the medium of video games. Looking at
over 80 gamers who are of Arab descent or who possess a firsthand affinity with Arab
culture, our thesis examines responses that these gamers have provided in regards
to how they make sense of Arab representations in video games. We argue that the
diverse spectrum of opinions provided by Arab gamers reflects complex personali-
ties within an identity that has been heavily pigeonholed over the decades, and thus
5should be represented in a manner that reflects that complexity rather than perpet-
uating stereotypes. In addition, we emphasize the mutual and intersectional traits
shared by Arab gamers and other gamers hailing from minority groups to further our
argument on the need for inclusivity in video games in order to cater to diverse gamer
identities.
Along with the empirical data that we have gathered, we anticipate that our ref-
erencing of the scarce yet existing texts on Arab representations in video games along
with literature on diverse identity representations in media narratives will accumulate
enough qualitative data to serve as a primary source on Arab representations in video
games. By analyzing our qualitative data, this thesis will fill a gap of documented
knowledge on Arab representations in video games given its focus on Arab identity
first and foremost before looking at the different identities existing within the Arab
gamer participants.
1.1 Research Question
How do gamers with Arab identities make sense of Arab ethnic and cultural rep-
resentations in video games?
1.1.1 Subsidiary Questions
1. What are existing representations of Arab culture in mainstream video games?
2. How do existing representations of other underrepresented groups (e.g. minority
ethnic groups, women, LGBTQA) compare to that of the representation of
Arabs in video games?
3. Do accurate/balanced portrayals of Arabs as opposed to stereotypical ones leave
Arab gamers with a more positive gameplay experience - or are they indifferent
6to it?
4. How differently do Arab game developers portray their own culture than non-
Arab developers?
72. Background
2.1 Prominent Identity Stereotypes in Video Games
Race, gender and sexuality have a history of being portrayed stereotypically by
the media in books, movies, television series and video games, where we see an array
of characters whose identities are not part of the collective norm and whom have
been rendered to simplified caricatures of what should otherwise be a more complex
entity. In terms of Arab ethnic stereotypes, Hollywood is full of film titles where
Arab actors are designated roles that are predominantly terroristic ones, or otherwise
overly exotifying Arab representation from a colonialist perspective better known as
Orientalism [27] [31]. Arab ethnic identity is among many minority groups that have
been susceptible to being stereotyped by mainstream video games produced in North
America and Japan, and as result contributed to the lacking intersectional approaches
to showcasing these identities in video games. This not only keeps popular culture
producers confined to the boundaries of their limited knowledge or experience with
minority identities, but also leaves consumers who belong to those minority groups
feeling excluded as audience members.
In her exploration of online gaming culture, T.L. Taylor witnessed the concerns of
female players in the massively multi-player role playing game EverQuest, and notes
that the women playing the game “often struggle with conflicting meanings around
their avatars, feeling they have to bracket’ or ignore how they look ... In many ways,
women play despite the game [34].” That being said, the avatars of female characters
were overly sexualized and limited to attire that defined their bodies in a way that
male avatars did not, thus narrowing down the physical characteristics of the female
players’ characters to their sexuality and feminine appearance.
8Focusing on homosexual representations in popular culture, Richard Dyer notes
how minority identities have dealt with misrepresentation when he says that “gay peo-
ple, whether activists or not, have resented and attacked the images of homosexuality
in films (and the other arts and media) for as long as we have managed to achieve any
self-respect (Before that, simply accepted them as true and inevitable [16])”. Com-
pare this with Adrienne Shaw’s ethnographic reports on online gay gamers (AKA
gaymers), where she learned that homosexual gamers have, to an extent, accepted
the status quo in regards to their lack of representation in video games, yet many
tolerate the existing state of affairs with the hope that the gaming industry will even-
tually cater toward their identity needs. Shaw’s ethnographic subjects cared more
about having an online space where they could communicate with fellow gaymers
about their love for certain games rather than to petition the need for stronger por-
trayals of LGBTQ characters within those games. One of Shaw’s interviewees, who
went by the initials VR, said that “it would be nice if there were [more LGBTQ
representation], but it’s not so much an actual requirement I don’t particularly mind,
I’m not exactly militant with little things like that [32].”
Shaw began her project under the hypothesis that “members would want more
queer representation in games and that the lack of queer characters would be a salient
concern. I came to realize, however, that interviewees’ ambivalence was not indiffer-
ence. The nuances of responses and the contexts in which media representation is
important are key to unpacking gaymers’ positions on LGBTQ game representation.”
Shaw then proceeds to explain that sexuality not being a main concern by members
in mainstream gaming forms traces back to how the games are all of the fantasy
genre, hence sexuality is not a main aspect in the games to begin with. However, a
few other interviewees were more assertive in how representation needed to be a more
central theme in games lest it run the risk of being tokenistic, ultimately proving am
9aforementioned point of excluding audience members from mainstream communities
[32].
Dyer emphasizes the harmful notion of stereotypes in popular culture when he
erases any doubt that “most stereotypes of gays [in films] are demeaning and of-
fensive,” and furthers his argument that underrepresented groups should strive for
better representations in mainstream media: “[But] we cannot leave the question of
stereotyping at that. Just as recent work on images of blacks and women has done,
thinking about mages of gayness needs to go beyond simply dismissing stereotypes
as wrong and distorted. Righteous dismissal does not make the stereotypes go away,
and tends to prevent us from understanding just what stereotypes are, how they func-
tion ideologically and aesthetically, and what they are so resilient in the face of our
rejection of them [16].”
It is without a doubt that subjectivity plays a role in determining how an in-
dividual from an underrepresented identity actively pursues balanced portrayals in
mainstream media, but it seems that gaymers might have at least a latent desire for
representations that they can identify with as opposed to simplified stereotypes or
otherwise little to no representation at all.
2.2 Stereotypes and Prototypes
Stereotypes are often defined as widespread, oversimplified and fixated ideas of a
particular group of people, and how those ideas apply to persons who identify with
some aspect of that identity. Compare stereotypes with prototypes, which are best
viewed under the lens of cognitive psychology as what aspects of a certain category
are more central than others despite having a wider range of possible meanings. In
her Intro to Communication blog, Jenna Ledford recounts using the example of the
“old white dude with a tweed jacket with suede elbow pads as a prototypical example
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of a professor,” and how one of her students aptly suggested that the description was
more stereotypical rather than prototypical, to which Ledford ultimately concluded
is a correct observation:
“Stereotypes may inform our prototypes, however prototypes are based
on personal preferences and experiences. So for example, your example
of the perfect instructor results from your personal experiences of past
instructors, your learning style, and etc. but your notion of the perfect
instructor may still be informed by cultural icons such as Robin Williams’
character in Dead Poet’s Society (is that cultural reference still outdated
[22]?)”
Both stereotypes and prototypes are essentially “types” in which we classify our
surrounding so that we make sense of them. It is an innate habit to either stereotype
or prototype our surroundings. As Geoffrey Bowker and Susan Leigh Star put it, “...
we know from studies of work of all sorts, people do not do the ideal job, but the
doable job [11].” It may be best explained that stereotypes contain explicit or implicit
harm in them as they carry generalized caricatures of singular identities instead of
viewing them as complex personalities, while prototypes allow a broader spectrum
of definition for an identity despite a likely focus on a specific aspect of that same
identity.
We often “type” our surroundings based on existing knowledge that we possess,
however, when analyzing other people especially people belonging to minority groups
it is crucial that we do so using an intersectional lens. By intersectionality (or in-
tersectional feminism) we mean to acknowledge that intersecting identities within a
single individual are what contribute to that person’s overall identity, and that we
understand how those overlapping identities are often susceptible to being oppressed
or mistreated by others who are higher up on hierarchies of race, gender, sexuality,
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physical ability as well as religious and political views [12].
In-line with Dyer’s agenda regarding stereotypes, sociologist David Bloor had
noted that different classifications made by different people often occur so that “the
fundamental laws and classifications of their natural knowledge [are arranged] in
a way that artfully aligned them with their social goals [10].” After conducting
further research in classification theory, Bloor and fellow sociologist Mary Douglass
have concluded that classifications develop and sustain themselves through social
institutions. If applied to our research, it makes sense to go into the study with the
assumption that Arab gamers have prototypes in mind when it comes to existing
representations of Arab culture in video games, and thus have a different sense of
judgment when exposed to these representations than would a non-Arab, who is more
likely to have a limited or stereotypical idea of what makes a video game character
“Arab.” An example that reflects non-Arabs’ tendency to stereotype Arabs can be
seen in a psychology study that was conducted by Muniba Saleem and Craig Anderson
[29], where they divided a group of people into three sections and randomly assigned
them to play either A) Counter Strike: Condition Zero with an Arab terrorist mod, B)
Counter Strike: Condition Zero with a Russian terrorist mod, or C) the nonviolent
game 3D Ultra Mini Golf Adventures. Post-playing, members of each group were
asked to draw what they considered to be a “typical” Arab man and woman and a
“typical” white man and woman. Most participants drew images similar to the one
below:
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Figure 2.1: Sample drawing of how participants in Saleem and Anderson’s participants
widely depicted Arabs and Caucasians, respectively
The study reports that most of participants identified as either white or Cau-
casian. With that fact in mind, and given the generic and stereotypical illustrations
that made up the majority of the assigned artwork, we can presume a total lack of in-
tersectional approaches being taken from the participants who played these games. In
later chapters, we will look at a few of video game characters and their ethnic charac-
teristics to determine with parts of them are considered stereotypical and which ones
are prototypical, as well as determining how the existing experience and knowledge
of audience members govern their likelihood to identify something as stereotypical or
prototypical.
2.2.1 Stereotypes and Prototypes in Video Games
Sisler defines representation as using symbols and meaning to construct meaning,
and emphasizes that video games as a medium have the capacity to shape our under-
standing of the representations they provide in a very effective manner [33]. While
fictitious in nature, it is not uncommon for games to merge true-to-life realities in
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their gameplay as a means establishing a narrative. Prominent issues such as racism
and sexism are likely to play a key gameplay mechanic in such games, and it is often
up to the player to make sense of the representations they see in-game, whether it
be pleased, indignant, indifferent or ambivalent to the replicated representations they
are being exposed to. Below we have looked at examples minorities that have been
depicted either prototypically or stereotypically but mostly the latter.
Minority Groups as Criminals
Minority groups in the United States and other parts of the world are often preju-
diced against and the victims of crimes they are irresponsible for. Games that depict
these realities tend to incorporate them into gameplay in a way that does not ap-
proach them considerately. The Grand Theft Auto series, for instance, has depended
on representing the stereotypical notions of race and gender for years, ranging from
presenting blacks and Latino characters as villains and gang members as well as
demoting women as mere sex objects for the male protagonist to interact with as
they please throughout the gameplay. While the franchise is known for its morally
questionable cast of characters, it is arguably a satirical illustration of contemporary
lifestyles in Modern America.
Applying theories of stereotypes, prototypes and intersectionality to research con-
ducted by Ben De Vane and Kurt Squire on how youths of different economic back-
grounds experience playing GTA, we see that the participants who had come from
higher economical statuses were more likely to interpret the stereotypes in the game
as faithful to the actual lives of blacks and other ethnic groups (i.e. as gangsters,
villains and overall negative impressions). Meanwhile, the gamers came from poorer
backgrounds admitted to some truth within the stereotypes in the game but not on a
widespread scale; the interviewees felt that the portrayals may be true in some parts
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of California, not including their own hometown, which they say is not as remotely
as violent as portrayed in GTA [13].
Another game that strongly stereotypes blacks and Latinos is Call of Juarez: The
Cartel, a first person shooter game by Ubisoft that faced a multitude of criticism for
its insensitivity toward real-life horrors that Mexicans go through in their homeland,
including drug wars and human trafficking, not to mention the player getting rewarded
for slaughtering at least 40 black people earlier on in the game.
Caricatures of Different Races and Ethnicities
Exaggerating people’s ethnic attire and physical attributes in video games has us
assuming the developers’ being directly disrespectful toward people of that ethnicity,
even more so when the developers are not part of that ethnic or racial group. Exam-
ples include games such as Punch Out!!, a Nintendo product where all enemies are
fighters from foreign countries, and the intent may have started out as making each
character represent their country somehow, it led to the developers creating stereotyp-
ical caricatures of each character’s respective country; for instance, a Spaniard fighter
called Mikel Reparaz who is a bullfighting flamenco dancer (rose-in-mouth included)
and obsessed with his physical appearance, and a Russian character whose original
name in the arcade version of the game was Vodka Drunkenski before being changed
in the NES release of the game to Soda Popinski arguably so that alcohol would not
be a theme in the E-rated game rather than for racial sensitivity purposes. The 3D
fighting game Kung Fu Chaos was intended to be a homage to marital arts movies,
but somehow skewed toward perpetuating Asian stereotypes rather than celebrating
the culture; giving characters names such as “Chop and Stix” and “Captain Won
Ton,” paired up with stereotypical designs led to the non-Asian developers’ surprise
that the game was viewed as “racist.”
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To illustrate the problem with caricatures, - even if perhaps as a design choice- we
look at Sylvia Chan-Malik’s comment in the documentary Slaying the Dragon, where
she speaks of why exotifying Asian women is problematic:
’On the one hand, it might seem like it might be a tongue-in-cheek por-
trayal of those types of images, but on the other hand you have to be in
on the joke. My question is: Are we all in on the joke, and are we all
laughing [5]?’
Chan-Malik’s remark is an intersectional that addresses both racial and gender
concerns when it comes to portraying minority groups in popular culture, specifically
American films that reach audiences overseas as well as within the already diverse
United States. In later sections, we will cover examples on how intersecting identities
are evidently more marginalized in video games and other media alike.
Games Depicting Murders of Minorities
To see incorporate mass murders of a group of people who already face discrim-
ination in real life within a video game can be very triggering to people who may
live in actual fear of being killed due to their identity, and is majorly disrespectful
to victims of hate crimes and refugee or diaspora groups who have escaped real-life
genocides.
The title of the game Ethnic Cleansing was an immediate giveaway to its con-
troversial content, where the player plays as a neo-Nazi and is instructed to kill all
non-whites in the game, with an array of stereotypically designed African Americans,
Latinos, and Jewish characters before having to assassinate (former) Israeli Minister
Ariel Sharon. KABOOM! The Suicide Bombing Game was released on Newgrounds
in 2002 as an Adobe Flash Player game, where the developer acknowledged that he
is “not jewish, I’m not an arab, and I’m not a terrorist. I have little interest in what
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goes on in the middle east so I don’t share any extreme views. I just think people who
blow themselves up are stupid. That’s all this game is. If you found this offensive, tell
your friends! If you are DEEPLY offended by this game then you’re way too fucking
sensitive for my taste and I hope that you’ve been scarred for life.”
Representations of Gender and Sexuality in Video Games
Gender and sexuality are identities that are oftentimes tied together so that one
is seldom addressed without the other. Popular franchises such as the GTA series
are notorious for using a plethora of ethnic stereotypes in their games as well as sex-
ist ones, and as such hardly meet any intersectional approaches to tackling identity
representations. After analyzing intersectional oppression in online game communi-
ties, Kishonna Gray states the dire need for game developers to sustain an exclusive
mindset beyond the traditional gamers in online communities “... stakeholders (Mi-
crosoft, game developers, marketing industry) need to recognize the diversity of its
console gaming population. They must also recognize that members of the default
gaming population are deploying hegemonic whiteness and masculinity to the detri-
ment of non-white and/or non-male users within the space. Before discussions on
how to counteract racism and sexism can ensue, these things must be acknowledged
especially given the popularity of Xbox Live [18].”
Media and pop culture critic Anita Sarkeesian looked more extensively at video
games that sexualize female characters so strongly to the point of it clashing with
the same games’ efforts to keep male characters away from any sexualized discourse
regarding their appearance. “These carefully crafted choices developers make about
camera angles and clothing significantly impact how players think about and relate
to these characters.” Sarkeesian refers to several mainstream video game titles with
playable female characters whose sexuality and appearance are the center focus of the
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camera, one of which is Batman: Arkham City, where Catwoman’s exaggerated body
movements and apparel are where the players’ focus is directed, whereas Batman’s
long cape is conveniently long draped and programmed to cover his rear-end despite
his apparel being just as skin-tight as Catwoman’s. She emphasizes that this focus
on women’s bodies in video games “communicates to the players that this is what’s
important; this is what you should be paying attention to. It communicates that the
character is a sexual object designed for the players to look at and enjoy. And by
explicitly encouraging you to ogle and objectify the character, the game is implicitly
discouraging you from identifying directly with her.” Sarkeesian refers to this as
“Strategic Butt Covering” before proceeding to cite other game titles that she says
consciously make this contrasting design choice between male and female characters
[30].
Games such as Custer’s Revenge and Bone Town, both with heavy pornographic
themes, take racially offensive material to a different level when they are designed
so that black women offer to engage in sexual activities in exchange for money or
when the player’s main task is to rape Native American women who are tied up to
posts, thus violating not only the basic rules of ethnic sensitivity and feminism but
also losing any chance at using intersectional approaches to identity representation in
their gameplay. The developers of Custer’s Revenge have spent some time trying to
justify it (along with other pornographic titles they have produced) as being made
“strictly for fun” and that they ought not be taken seriously by games, especially
since the company claims the 8-bit graphics of the Atari game were not ones that
could be easily deciphered by underage children. In exploring what they refer to as
“the forgotten history of 8-bit adult-oriented video games,” Matthew Thomas Payne
and Peter Alilunas point that “such statements, along with the strong associations
between children and games, turned the company’s products into a political target
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extending beyond feminist mobilization.” While developers have tried to push the
controversy to a gray area rather than a blatantly negative one in the name of sexual
expression and adult entertainment, the existence of these games was enough to trig-
ger the minority groups that were presented as sexual goals in the game as evidenced
by the organized protests held by Native American and women’s groups in the early
eighties [26].
Women and other minority groups today continue to protest troublesome and
offensive representations in games by utilizing social media platforms to allow for
discourse on the issue. While the internet can be a blissful space bountiful of endless
possibilities for these groups to openly talk about discrimination, it is also a space
full of unpleasant people and trolls who may backfire with comments and anonymous
threats toward women and other minorities for speaking out. This is a whole other is-
sue in the gaming community that extends beyond harmful representations in-games,
as it happens to intrude the comfort of one’s online and oﬄine presence. Take Sar-
keesian, whose videos received a multitude of offensive and discouraging comments,
retaliation and mockery videos from YouTubers, and even threats for creating criti-
cal content that analyzes the inequity in the game and pop culture industry. Game
developer Zoe Quinn was also the target of haters online in the Gamergate contro-
versy, where her credibility as a professional game developer was scrutinized by a
hazardously large number of strangers online due to personal conflicts that were pub-
lished on a blog by a former boyfriend, ultimately generating anonymous people to
harass Quinn on the basis of her gender and sexuality. Because balanced representa-
tions of women in video games are rather scarce, it creates a dichotomy where some
male players would not accept seeing women represented in diverse ways that do not
center around their sexuality. Neil Druckhmann, director of the Uncharted series,
spoke in an interview about a male play-tester who was outraged by the concept that
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a strong female character had been included in in franchise’s latest release: “You
have some sexist focus testers who were really upset by Nadine beating up Nate, and
really upset at the end when it was Nate’s daughter. To the point where we had to
ask one guy to leave. In his core, it just affected him. He was cursing, ’Not you, too,
Naughty Dog! Goddammit. I guess I’m done with Uncharted, if you guys ever make
another one, with his daughter. This fucking bullshit [15].’”
2.2.2 Arab Ethnic Representations in Video Games
These same Arab stereotypes seen in Hollywood have made their way to Arab
representation in video games; most interestingly enough, games produced in North
America had a tendency to perpetuate the terroristic Arab stereotype, while games
produced in Japan were more likely to give Arab characters vaguer representations
or ones that are not entirely fleshed out. We postulate that North American games
that perpetuate the terroristic Arab stereotype rely heavily on Orientalist notions
and estrangement from familiarity with Arab culture, while the Japanese games with
Arab representations that are lacking in satisfactory portrayals are the product of
unfamiliarity with Arabs in general. In a later chapter, we will discuss game titles
produced by American and Japanese game developers that reflect each respective
company’s logic behind designing their Arab characters the way they chose to in
their games.
The portrayal of Arabs by non-Arab media has been a heavily stereotypical one
for decades; Jack Shaheen had cited Edward Said multiple times when it comes
Orientalism and how it fits into the stereotypes of Arabs in Hollywood, where Arabs
are predominantly depicted as terroristic men and exotic, submissive women [31].
American shooter games have relied on the model of the terroristic Arab male who
serves as a faceless protagonist that the player must annihilate in order to progress in
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the game. Shooter games guilty of perpetuating this stereotype include Call of Duty
4: Modern Warfare: , S/War, Delta Force: Black Hawk Down, /America’s Army,
Conflict: Desert Storm II, and Counter Strike: Condition Zero. Each game contained
male Arab shooters with no character depths, serving as non-playable antagonists
with no other purpose in the game beyond shooting at the player only to be shot at
in return.
Vit Sisler has made the connection of how American and European video games
have had Orientalist tendencies in representing Arab cultures in their gameplay, mean-
ing the non-Arab developers rely on constructing the average Arab character as an
“Other” whose nature is hard to grasp, thus rendering them as exotic beings or oth-
erwise alienating them altogether. isler sees that the broader spectrum of Arabs and
what constitutes as Arab identity has been deeply reduced to stereotypical notions
that make Arab gamers feel exempt as audience members as the stereotype of their
culture continues to perpetuate in the video games that they enjoy playing at the
cost of their ethnic integrity. Sisler derives the reference of the “Arab Other” from
Said’s concept of Orientalism where Arabs are often rendered as a heavily alien or
exotic species in the eyes of non-Arab media producers, and from there Sisler draws
comparisons between how Hollywood and the video game industry have leaned to-
ward Orientalist views in depicting Arabs as “Others” whom the Western protagonist
must overcome to progress in the game/film. Because of this, it is not uncommon to
see Arab geographic environments in video games as lands of perpetual political dis-
tress, and having to play within that environment from the perspective of a Westerner
whose aim is to defeat foreign enemies [33].
The issue with this misrepresentation in video games had reached a point where
Arab game of the 2000s began producing shooter and war video games in retaliation
to the Western ones that depicted Arabs so negatively, except the Arab producers
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reversed the roles between protagonist and antagonist so that the player assumes the
role of an Arab character defending his land from Western enemies. Such game titles
include Under Ash and Special Force, both of which were not particularly popular in
terms of gameplay enjoyment given the (at the time) less experienced game industry
in the Arab world. Despite their underwhelming gameplay, isler notes Arab gamers’
perspective on these games which includes a small ounce of satisfaction that they are
the ones being represented as protagonists with heroic goals to achieve in-game rather
than non-playable enemies with no agency [33].
While Sisler has written adequately on many of the ethnic accuracies and inac-
curacies of Arab portrayals in video games, many of the representations he looked
into focused on Arab Muslim identities, which makes the portrayals he focused on
more relevant to Muslims a religious group not limited to Arabs than to people who
identify as Arab, i.e. as a member of one or more of the 22 nations spread across the
Middle East and North Africa, where many faiths and beliefs other than Islam are
practiced. This is problematic for people who identify as Arab but not as Muslim,
particularly if those people belonged to Christian or Jewish Arab minorities of the
Middle East and North Africa, or even non-practicing Muslims or atheist Arabs. The
mutual identity between these faiths remains an ethnic and cultural one, regardless
of what religion they choose to practice or lack thereof. Focusing on Arab identities
as opposed to Muslim identities in video games allows for inclusivity of Arab identity
beyond the widespread notion that being Arab is interchangeable with being Muslim,
and in doing so we can analyze Arab representation as an ethnic identity without
confusing cultural values with common Muslim religious practices.
In addition to her study on gamer identity that included Arab participants among
other minority gamers, Shaw also conducted research that reframes cultural analy-
sis of video games produced in the Middle East. Shaw says that attention paid to
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the Arab gaming sector is generally scarce and superficial and proceeds to iterate
that media coverage primarily positions Arab-produced games within their relation
to American and European games, and she stresses that once viewed from the per-
spective of Arab gamers and game developers that the games mean more to Arabs
than they do to the mainstream American/European media analysts [4].
Arab stereotypes as part of a larger set of problems within generally offensive
video games, there are not enough studies that looked into the ethnic representations
of Arabs in video games, let alone ones that looked into any ramifications those
portrayals have on Arab gamers. Despite the shortage in official research and studies
on the subject matter, the advent of Web 2.0 and its ability to blur the line between
producers and consumers (i.e. the promotion of user-generated content, namely blog
posts and sharing personal thoughts and productions online) has shown that minority
and underrepresented groups often have strong opinions regarding the status quo of
their identity representations by mainstream media. Brushing on the surface of Arab
gamers’ reactions to cultural representations through blog posts, YouTube videos and
sporadic comments across different online platforms has shown similar responses to
that of Shaw’s LGBTQ participants, who expressed anything between ambivalence to
the issue or otherwise highly opinionated remarks. As we interview Arab gamers later
on in this study, we hope to gain deeper insight of how Arab gamers truly navigate
through the current state of affairs, especially given the little focus this identity
group has received over the course of ludological studies and matters of identity
representation. Before commencing our interviews, however, it is worth analyzing
existing Arab representations that go beyond the broader “male terrorist” stereotype.
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2.2.3 Analysis of Arab Representations in Video Games
In his literature on Arab representation in movies, Shaheen stated that that Hol-
lywood’s issue is not that “an Arab should never be portrayed as the villain. What
I am saying is that almost all Hollywood depictions of Arabs are bad ones [31].”
This pigeonhole on Arabs commonly being assigned the role of bad guys limits the
likelihood of seeing complex Arab characters, and even more so it reflects a lack of
intersectionality by restricting most representations to Arab males. In this section
we will examine some existing representations of Arabs in video games, and give our
verdict on how passable these representations are in terms of identity complexity.
Shooter Games
Shooter games with Arab representation are more likely to depict Arabs as face-
less male terrorist with no character depth. Video game titles that perpetuate this
stereotype include Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare, America’s Army, Kuma/War,
Conflict Desert Storm 2: Back to Baghdad, Delta Force: Black Hawk Down and
Counter Strike: Condition Zero. In addition to perpetuating the terroristic Arab
stereotype, these games tend to portray the Middle East as a region abundant with
political conflict. The Call of Duty franchise is especially popular among gamers
across the globe, and even includes Arab players who enjoy playing the series despite
its war-centered themes. The issue with Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare: extends
beyond portraying Arabs as terrorists. Egyptian-Dutch game developer Rami Ismail
spoke of the mainstream game industry’s inadequate measures in establishing inclu-
sivity for its audience and among the industry as a whole, and within twenty minutes
of explaining basic Arabic grammar to a predominantly non-Arab audience he was
able to help them discover the simple yet significant Arabic language error that Mod-
ern Warfare has within its game environment. Ismail emphasizes the millions of
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dollars that went into the game development’s budget, yet it failed to make sure of
the Arabic words’ grammatical correctness before he highlights how insensitive this
is to Arab gamers who truly enjoy playing these games at the risk of their ethnic
integrity [21].
Figure 2.2: Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare
The word Hotel is spelled correctly in English, while the Arabic one contains major
grammatical errors
Comedian Kumail Nanijani is of Pakistani descent, and in a stand-up show he
mocked the game’s cultural inaccuracies despite how “so good” it was to play. Nani-
jani pointed out the major language inaccuracy in the level titled Karachi, which is
named after a real city based in Pakistan, and how the street signs in the game are
all in Arabic as opposed to Urdu - the actual language spoken in Pakistan. Nanijani
explained how “it’s a completely different language, and I know it does not seem like
a big deal, but this game took three years to make,” before mocking the developers’
priorities in aesthetic appearance over cultural and linguistic accuracy [25].
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What we gather from these shooter games is that they come with a political
agenda, one which is situated with bias by the developers who pit American protag-
onists against Arabs in warzones. In retaliation to these shooter games, Arab and
even Muslim game developers created games similar to the shooter ones produced
overseas except that they switched the roles so that the playable characters are Arab
heroes fighting and defending their land against foreign soldiers. With games titled
Al-Quwwat al-Khasa, Tahta al-Ramad and Tahta al-Hisar (loosely translated to Spe-
cial Forces, Under Ash and Under Siege), these Arab and Muslims developers created
content that not only strikes back against their American counterparts, but also re-
flects their own political agenda as Arabs versus American mercenaries in their land.
While nowhere near as popular or polished as the American produced shooter games,
the games did offer Arabs the opportunity to shoot at others in-game without being
designated the role of the bad guys.
Fighter Games
Street Fighter and Tekken are both popular fighter game franchises produced in
Japan. Unlike Punch Out!! and how it exaggerated stereotypes of its character ros-
ter’s different ethnicities, Street Fighter and Tekken offer more prototypical character
representations. Capcom’s recent Street Fighter V includes a character who goes by
the name Rashid “of the Turbulent Wind, ” whose official character artwork has an
illustration reminiscent of the Dubai skyline in the United Arab Emirates. Rashid
has what are considered prototypical, modern male Middle Eastern features, with
dark skin, dark hair and well-groomed facial hair. He is described as tech-savvy and
wears outfit is inspired by the Emirati kandoora, including the two headpieces (the
white shmagh and black agal), all while possessing a sort of sci-fi aspect fitting for
his role as a character in a fantasy fighting game. We can assume that non-Arabs
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might look at Rashid from the upcoming Street FighterV and automatically assume
his ethnicity to be Arab based on how he is dressed, but if their overall knowledge
on traditional Arab male clothing is limited to a vague idea of what a generic outfit
ought to look like, then their perception would revolve on how they think the majority
of traditional Arab male clothes are manufactured without knowing the intricacies
of what differentiates the clothes of an Arab man from one nationality/country to
another. While Rashid’s apparel is somewhat altered to fit the fantasy element of
Street Fighter (as it is with many fictional characters), an Arab gamer is still more
likely to identify Rashid as an Emirati whose clothing alteration is loosely based on
the Emirati kandoora, as well as recognize the character’s name as being a fairly
popular male name in the United Arab Emirates.
Figure 2.3: Rashid Concept Art from Street FighterV, Game Released February 2016
in 2007
Zafina debuted in Tekken 6 in the mid-late-2000s. She is a fair-skinned, dark-
haired woman whose attire seems to be a mashup of Middle Eastern and South Asian
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clothes. She is described as a skillful fighter who is clever, calm and collected. She is a
Temple Defender and an astrologist capable of foreseeing events which is a good take
on the game developers’ attempt to include diverse practices into Zafina as a Middle
Easterner who is not necessarily religious or, more specifically, a practicing Muslim,
as Islam prohibits associating with divination and the supernatural. The Japanese
game developers at Namco seem to have derived Arab and Middle Eastern mythology
as a source of inspiration for the character’s design and background story, but the
closest they had come to specifying Zafina’s exact nationality was when the game
director/chief developer Katsuhiro Harada answered a question on Twitter in regards
to her nationality to be from the “Middle East (probably [be from] Egypt)” [20].
Contrast this with a YouTube video by Arab gamer Rashed Mokdad titled “Arabs
in Video Games,” where Mokdad briefly mentions how there has been an effort in
including Arab characters in the mainstream game industry, but that he “do[es]n’t
buy [Zafina being of Arab origin],” most likely due to a few design inaccuracies and
the developers not having officially stated her nationality at the time [24].
Figure 2.4: Zafina, introduced in Tekken 6, 2007
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A non-Arab gamer (or someone with no familiarity with the culture) may recognize
an Arab character as something generic and have the extent of their knowledge limited
to that image, while an Arab gamer may have a wider array of ideas in their mind
about what an Arab character could possibly look like. While this study is not
one that is focusing on the differences between the perception of Arab gamers and
non-Arab gamers in validating the ethnic identities of characters in video games, it
is still worth noting how a gamer’s kinship to a culture/ethnicity can shape their
knowledge in how far they can go into identifying a character’s background through
mere exposure to the character in-game or after watching a teaser trailer that elusively
introduces the character in question.
This brings us to Namco’s latest edition of Tekken. In Tekken 7, a character
named Shaheen was introduced as the first Saudi Arabian character in the franchises
character roster, and wears an outfit that is a blend of formal Saudi male clothing and
a traditional military uniform, including the two formal headpieces (the agal similar
to Rashid’s from Street Fighterand the Saudi ghutra). He also carries and uses a
scimitar as a weapon, not an uncommon sword that has been wielded by traditional
Arab Bedouins. While Harada of Namco seems to have given an answer to Zafina’s
nationality as a sort of afterthought, he made an effort to include audience input into
the design of Shaheen through interacting with fans on Facebook. Harada posted the
preliminary concept art for Shaheen on Tekken’s official Facebook fan page, and asked
the fans for help in character design, emphasizing that their input will be noted given
that “asking a question like this is very rare in the history of Tekken development.”
Harada said he was particularly interested in the feedback of the Middle Eastern
Tekken community, and admits that upon visiting the Middle East in person recently,
he realized that the franchise’s design for Zafina in 2008 was not as good as they had
hoped it would be after all. He also noted that whether they truly decide to include
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Shaheen in their upcoming character roster will be determined by how receptive their
Middle Eastern audiences are to the prospect of this character whose concept art
Namco decided to share for the sole purpose of obtaining feedback on Shaheen’s
passing for a legitimate Saudi character. Harada’s emphasis of this being a “rare”
informal collaboration between game producers and their target audience shows how
the advent of the internet’s ease of communication can be utilized to gather data
from a target audience to ensure accurate or at least appropriate game development
outcomes [19].
Figure 2.5: Shaheen Concept Art from Tekken’s official Facebook fan page, August
2014
Based on the primarily positive feedback and interaction that Harada’s post re-
ceived online, Shaheen indeed ended up being announced as an official playable char-
acter in Tekken 7, proving that Arabs/Middle Eastern audiences who complied to
Harada’s request were useful in affirming the character as representative of Saudi
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Arabia. In these fighter game examples, we deduced that people with firsthand fa-
miliarity of Arab culture are more likely to contribute with information that clarifies
the extent to which they consider the characters to be Arab enough, while those who
are less acquainted with Arabs and Arab culture probably would have had a stereo-
typical or prototypical image in mind upon seeing the characters for the first time.
Tying in Zafina and Shaheen’s abovementioned analyses specifically shows how the
developers’ migrating from having little to no firsthand experience with Arab culture
can make a substantial difference in creating a character whose design is more faithful
and agreeable to the ethnic group in question, ultimately drifting from vague or stereo-
typical depictions to more prototypical ones. Arab bloggers and online commenters
who provide their input and personal opinion on these character representations are
a great resource for game developers to attempt a proactive inclusion of them as
audience members, and this can be applied to other underrepresented identities as
well.
Action/Adventure/RPG Games
Action, adventure and role playing games often incorporate third-person game-
play along with game mechanics that allow for environment exploration and non-
playable character interactions, all of which allow players to witness the in-game
world differently than first-person and fighter games. Much like the aforementioned
fighter examples, however, we noticed more prototypical examples of Arabs in ac-
tion/adventure/game titles. In the Grand Theft Auto series, Yusuf Amir is the son
of wealthy real estate developer Abdul Amir, both of whom are said to be Egyptian-
Emirati. Since childhood, Yusuf had always struggled to get his father’s approval,
and his lifestyle of “reckless orgy of sex, drugs and spending” never impressed the
highly conservative and much more ethical Abdul. Yusuf’s attire generally consists of
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casual (but perhaps expensive) Western clothes, while Abdul is seen donning a white
business suit and the shmagh-agal headpiece during his brief appearance in the game.
Figure 2.6: Yusuf and Abdul Amir, Grand Theft Auto, 2009
In his Wikia page, Yusuf is described as a “good guy” in the sense that his role
as a major supporting character involves assisting some of the main characters in
the game, but this is arguable given that GTA is notorious for producing characters
with morally questionable personalities. The page also states Yusuf as being a plot
device in the narrative to represent excessive wealth and materialism, while also
possessing personality traits that make him a more lighthearted comic relief figure
within the game. The game hints that both father and son play a role in franchising
nightclubs, which is not an uncommon practice among Arab businessmen despite it
being frowned upon by more conservative Emiratis. While Yusuf in particular may
not hold the standard for a “good guy” in a game and is described as spoiled since
birth, we at least see some depth in his personality through his wanting to impress
his much more successful father; the relationship between the two offers insight to
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familial issues that are universal and perhaps relatable to players regardless of their
own ethnic group. Given Yusuf’s moral ambiguity, it can be said that his character
has more complexity than the faceless terrorists often depicted in shooter games.
Looking back at Shaheen’s statement of Arabs not always having to be portrayed
as bad guys, we parallel this with existing Arab representations in video games and
identify Yusuf’s character as corrupt, but not necessarily a bad guy; Abdul may play
a smaller role than his son in the game, but at least we are exposed to his higher
moral standards.
Far from morally inept, Faridah Malik in Deus Ex: Human Revlotion is a profes-
sional pilot with a traumatic background story, one which involves abandoning her
former lifestyle after discovering her job as a pilot was an inconspicuous operation in-
volving human trafficking. Described as one of the most talented pilots at her current
job in at an advanced biotechnology companies, Faridah’s role in the game is to fly
the main character between places while providing him with intel that proves useful
throughout the game.
Figure 2.7: Faridah Malik, Dues Ex: Human Revolution, 2011
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The developers of Deus Ex: Human Revlotion have stated that Faridah is an
American citizen, born in Dearborn, Michigan. Dearborn is known for having the
largest population of Arabs and Arab-Americans in the United States; this census,
in addition to Faridah’s first and last name, make it clear that Faridah is of Arab
origins. Faridah is a rare example of a positively balanced Arab character: Her
physical appearance may be ethnically ambiguous, but still possible to trace back to
being Arab or Middle Eastern; she may not possess conspicuous signs of being Arab,
but this is likely to happen with Arab-Americans who have more fluidity in terms of
attire and behavior, which deems her a good example of an Arab-American woman
a strong and capable female character, at that, who is generally likable.
An additional example of an Arab character liked by players who are Arab and
non-Arab is the protagonist from the first game of the Assassin’s Creed series, Altair
Ibn-La’Ahad. After years of training to be an assassin since his childhood, Altair
becomes a master assassin in time for the player to begin playing as him in the game,
whose role is to assassinate nine corrupt rulers as part of a larger greater good before
the narrative reveals a more sinister plot that had been insidious up until a certain
point in the game. Altair’s adventure takes place in medieval Arabia, specifically
in the Levantine region, i.e. eastern Mediterranean Arab countries, including Syria,
where Altair is said to be born in 1165 AD.
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Figure 2.8: Altair Ibn La’Ahad, Assassin’s Creed, 2007
As the pioneer protagonist of the Assassin’s Creed franchise, Altair set a high
standard for how his successors in sequel Assassin’s Creed games ought to have been
designed. Not only was Altair’s character design a likeable one, but even the me-
dieval Levantine Arabia he existed in was very fleshed out and relatively accurate in
design, including its non-playable background characters. Special skills reminiscent
of Bedouin Arabs - such as the technique “Eagle Vision” were used to illustrate an
ancient/medieval Arabian attribute to Altair’s character design.
A charismatic antihero, Altair was ranked by Guinness 30th out of 50 Top Video
Game Characters of All Time in 2011 [23]. While highly liked by Arabs and non-
Arabs the same, Altair’s design in the game does possess some characteristics that
contrast a tad too strongly next to some of the more minor, unplayable characters.
For instance, the dialogue in the game is entirely in English, and Altair’s for lack
of a better term standard North American accent clashes strongly against the non-
playable characters’ thicker Middle Eastern accents. In a multicultural analysis of
the game, it is said that “[Altair’s] actions, behaviors, mannerisms, complexion, and
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clean-shaved face portray him as an all-American hero. In fact, his accent betrays
him the most, and one soon starts to wonder if such a design decision was deliberate,
perhaps to gain acceptance amongst the Western audience, in the hopes of identifying
themselves with the protagonist [14].” This can lead us to believe that the game
developers felt that the American accent was a necessary attribute to making the
protagonist more relatable through this design choice, but it took could have caused
an unfortunate dichotomy between him and the rest of the Arab characters in the
game.
Otome Games
Otome games are generally targeted toward women gamers as romantic interactive
narratives, with gameplay that primarily consists of choosing routes and making
decisions that will result in landing a romantic interest. This game genre differs
greatly from the characters and romantic prospects in-game abovementioned ones,
but given its dating-simulator factor we can assume that players who enjoy these
games develop strong emotions toward the dateable characters in the stories, it is
necessary to include the romantic prospect inspired by Middle Eastern royalty in the
game Be My Princess 2. A product of otome game company Voltage Inc., Prince
Aslan is described as the youngest of a long line of princes from the fictional desert
Kingdom of Shaharazal. He is among the five princes in which the female protagonist
in the game gets the opportunity to get to know better as a romantic interest. Aslan’s
Wikia page states that he does not wish to become prince and that he does not
get along well with his older brother, Prince Heydar, but that is the extent of our
background knowledge in regards to this character in the game.
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Figure 2.9: Prince Aslan, Be My Princess, 2014
As an otome game and ultimately a dating simulator, the designs of all the princes
in the game follow a rather generic shjo style, where their facial features are strikingly
similar save for their respective hairstyles, their outfits and perhaps the colors of their
eyes; this is reflected in Aslan’s design as well. Aslan’s attire may vaguely pass for
medieval Arab royalty, but it also carries hints of being Persian (who sometimes are
categorized as Middle Eastern, but are not ethnically Arab). The Prince Aslan route
in the game follows a rather Orientalist perspective, what with the focus on Ancient
Arabian aesthetics despite the story taking place in modern times; this can be seen
with the desert kingdom trope which is not relevant to the modern Arab region as
well as the inaccurate clothing design for the princess character, who is seen dressed
in a belly-dancer outfit rather than a more modest dress that is more historically
precise.
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Figure 2.10: Inaccurate Arabian princess design in the Aslan route, Be My Princess
2, 2014
Our verdict on the Prince Aslan route in Be My Princess 2 is that is leaned toward
using a heavily romanticized Orientalist perspective in revealing Aslan’s story, and
that it was used to make the character’s background seem more exotic in comparison
to the other princes. The nature of otome games is to design characters as romantic
prospects, so Voltage Inc.’s intent in exotifying Aslan was most likely done for charis-
matic purposes rather than dichotomizing ones; their historical and ethnic/cultural
references were not very accurate, but like Namco’s past attempt at designing Zafina,
they had not intended any offense or a means of making the characters unlikeable. To
summarize our perspective on the representations above, we recognize that there are
representations of Arabs in games that are essentially prototypical, with some that
draw from stereotypical imagery, such as designing Arab women in belly-dancer attire
that is out of context or including a rich Arab with complicated familial relationships.
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3. Methodology
3.1 Data Collection
To explore how Arab gamers make sense of the representations of their ethnicity
in video games, we utilized a grounded theory approach [3] to analyze data gathered
through the use of semi-structured interview sessions. The purpose of interviewing
participants in this format is to analyze how they make sense of existing representa-
tions of Arabs in video games so that we may collect empirical data on an otherwise
lacking niche in game studies and the game industry. While our analysis is narrowed
down to Arab cultural representations, we expect that other minorities in game re-
search and other media studies may be able to draw comparisons from our findings
and proceed to approach matters from an intersectional perspective. To be included
in the study, participants had to be Arab. Non-Arabs who have a direct affiliation
to Arab culture (e.g. live or had resided in an Arab country) also qualified as par-
ticipants. We recruited participants through English and Arabic language flyers on
Twitter calling out to Arab gamers interested in cultural representation. Both ver-
sions of the flyer had been retweeted and spread across other social media platforms,
including Facebook pages and Instagram. Despite our efforts to recruit participants
locally through distributing the flyers across the University City and Center City
districts in Philadelphia, all 81 confirmed participants who had reached out through
email were not within geographic proximity of us. Participants were given the op-
tion of being interviewed either through exchanging emails, instant messaging via
WhatsApp, or Skype/Google Hangouts calls. The majority of our participants were
interviewed in English, with only three people who had expressed that their language
preference would be Arabic, in which we later translated their interviews accordingly.
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While collecting our data, we explained to participants that their real names
shall remain anonymous and that they must provide us with either their initials or a
nickname of their choice in order to proceed with the interviews. Participants were
required to answer a few introductory questions about their age, nationality and cur-
rent geographic location. They were then given the choice to share any other aspects
of their identity that they felt mattered, to which some disclosed their occupation,
gender, religious or political views, relationship status and sexual orientation. After
providing us with their identification information, we commenced asking participants
the core questions, starting with how strongly they identified as Arab and about their
gaming background. We then asked about their involvement in any online gaming
and gamer communities to learn if their presence in these groups plays a role in how
they consider themselves members of the wider gamer community. After that, we
asked them questions about Arab representations in video games and if they felt
certain representations of Arabs had a personal effect on them, as well as if they
believed existing Arab representations in video games affect the way non-Arabs per-
ceive Arabs in real life. This was followed by asking if they played online games where
they interact with people from different cultures, and if they had ever been treated
a certain way by other gamers online for having a conspicuously Arab identity back-
ground. Participants were also asked how they felt about the current representations
of Arab men, Arab women, and Arab LGBTQ members in video games in that exact
order to learn if the more marginalized identities of women and LGBTQ communi-
ties were perceived the same way by Arab gamers that they are in the mainstream
gamer community. Near the end, participants were put in a hypothetical situation
as a consultant for a video game company whose job is to help the developers create
content that shows Arab culture in its diversity. Finally, participants were asked if
they believed that the genre of a video game dictates the role of an Arab character
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in that game, where they drew examples from previous answers that they had given
earlier during the interview in regards to specific representations.
In total, 81 interviews were conducted and transcribed. Interviews achieved in
real-time through Skype/Hangouts calls were recorded with consent from participants
and transcribed afterwards. Interviews that took place over email or WhatsApp
were copied, pasted and formatted accordingly. During our interview analysis, we
selected examples of the most relevant occurrences and analyzed them to discover
commonalties and differences. We used the qualitative data analysis software NVivo
11 to help us decipher our data. Refer to the Appendix for the complete list of
interview questions.
3.2 Results and Analysis
We collected extensive qualitative data from our participants, whose ages ranged
between 19-39, 69 of which were male while 12 were female (Refer to Appendix 1 and
Appendix 2 for detailed demographics). Participants who did not ethnically identify
as Arab gave a brief summary of their living or upbringing in an Arab nation which
made them develop a firsthand connection to the culture. While our research is one
on inclusivity, we maintained an objective stance while conducting the interviews; we
did not wish to influence the responses of participants during interviews conducted
in real-time, nor did we want to drive them to feel obligated to answer questions in a
certain way.
As hypothesized, we saw that despite the complexity of participants’ respective
backgrounds, we were able to pinpoint mutual themes amongst them. Systematic
analysis of interview data demonstrates three primary findings. First, participants
overwhelmingly reported that Arabs are either underrepresented or misrepresented in
video games. Second, privileged Arab participants exhibited restrictions to what the
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constitute an acceptable representation of Arabs in video games. Third, participants
were largely in favor of non-Arab game developers establishing an affiliation with
Arab developers and consultants to create inclusive content. Each theme branches
out into two sub-themes, all of which contain several codes that brought us to our
findings and ultimately trace back to one another as an intricate loop of Arab gamer
identity.
3.3 Acknowledgement of lacking representation independent of ethnic
identity
The majority of participants acknowledged that Arabs are either underrepresented
or misrepresented in video games. This was expected given our analysis of the limited
existing representations of Arabs in games in Section 3 of our research. What is
worth noting is that even gamers who scored a low number when asked how strongly
they identified as an Arab on a scale of 1 to 10 acknowledged that the existing
representations of Arabs in video games are meager, but that status quo does not
necessarily upset them.
Indifference to the Status Quo of Arab Representations As we delved into
our interviews, we were able to confirm how participants understood the causes of
the current situation. Some of the more indifferent participants considered existing
representations of Arabs in games to be a mere reflection of the developers’ artistic
freedom. Take for example a Saudi participant under the pseudonym Quillcannon,
who told us that he “barely” identifies as Arab despite being born and raised in his
home country, and that seeing accurate balanced portrayals of Arabs in video games
is of no importance to him. He cited the games Dying Light and Sly Cooper: Thieves
in Time as titles where the former represents Arabs positively while the latter does
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so negatively, and said that the representations in both games are simply amusing to
him.
Quillcannon: Arabs are represented in games generally inaccurately. How-
ever, they are represented just as inaccurately as any other ethnic group
or culture are represented by someone who does not belong to them. This
is to be expected when any individual from a certain background tries to
encapsulate the experience of another background with which they are not
familiar. Make no mistake: I am absolutely fine with inaccurate represen-
tation of Arabs in video games, because it means people get to express
themselves however they please. It also means I get to enjoy seeing my
culture from a plethora of different viewpoints; something that could never
happen if every developer toed the line and followed an exact recipe to
accurate Arab representation.
Later on, when asked for his opinion as to how a game can accurately portray
Arabs, he reiterated that cultural accuracy is not something game developers need
to be focusing on, but if a developer chooses to do so then there are some guidelines
and nuances for them to follow.
Quillcannon: A video game should not accurately portray Arabs, unless
whoever is creating the video game chooses to do so. I am not keen on
policing other people’s freedom of expression. If and when a game devel-
oper chooses to make their video game’s representation of Arabs accurate,
they can 1- recognize that Arabs are geographically and culturally diverse,
2- ask Arabs from whichever region and subculture they wish to portray,
3- research the Arab identity they wish to portray, by reading books and
articles as well as viewing subtitled video media, and 4- consult an Arab
about proper Arabic grammar, vocalization, and spelling.
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Another Saudi participant with the initials MAD told us that, on a scale of 1 to
10 in regards to how strongly he identifies with his ethnicity, he is a 3. While he
has never seen conspicuously Arab people portrayed positively in any of the games
he played, he took note of the Redgaurds in Skyrim, a fantasy race in that draws
elements from Arab culture. He also named Spec Ops: The Line as a game that
presented Arabs negatively. We asked him how he felt about the two portrayals,
respectively, to which he said “nothing really.”
MAD: Personally I dont want to interfere with how developers should
portray their games, because 1) I am a consumer, not a developer, I don’t
know what it takes to create an enjoyable experience while accurately
representing everyone. 2) I can criticize that I didn’t like the game or I
find it offensive, but I will not demand the developers to change something
they made... isn’t that censorship? 3) If I don’t like something I won’t
play it, its not worth being butthurt about menial things and frankly
looking at history the way movies, books, and TV evolved, video games
will evolve just fine if people let it without being all SJW about it.
While we make strong arguments for the need for inclusivity and diverse repre-
sentations throughout this research, we do believe that it is perfectly acceptable for
gamers to express indifference to the status quo. Being unfazed by misrepresentations
or simply not demanding improved representations are valid feelings to possess. We
are intrigued that such gamers are able to aggressively defend the current state while
acknowledging its shortcomings without seeing them as such, all while pointing out
that there are indeed alternative methods game developers could implement should
they decide that political correctness is indeed necessary. Syrian gamer Crimson be-
lieves that non-white representations have generally been misinterpreted by Western
media, but also does not feel personally affected by it.
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Crimson: American media tends to paint everything in Black and White
which is why you never get good representation for almost any non-white
group I dislike gross misrepresentations of any group but it doesn’t affect
me on a personal level.
Crimson’s comment shows less apathy than that of Quillcannon’s and MAD’s,
but his emphasis on how the current state does not personally affect him leads us to
categorize his overall stance as indifferent. However, in answering a different question
about depicting Arabs accurately in games, he had said that is in fact important
to him “for all ethnicity and groups to be properly represented in a game,” and
said that seeing stereotypes such as the African American ones found in the Grand
Theft Auto series hinders him from purchasing the franchise. We imagine that some
misrepresentations despite whether gamers identify with that identity group or not
may simply offend gamers on different levels, and that whether they choose to proceed
playing those games or not is entirely circumstantial.
While we initiated the terms “positive,” “negative,” and “accurate” portrayals
to be open to interpretation for participants to give examples that made the most
sense to them, a few gamers would go into semantics while explaining their answers.
Algerian gamer, HK, told us that he identifies as a 5 as far as how strongly he feels
about his Arab background, and said that to him, “accurate images of Arabs” can
mean one of two things, each of which he has a different stance on.
HK: Is important to me that arabs aren’t portrayed as they are in the
media as backwards and uneducated people? Yes absolutely it is. Is it
important to me that video games try to capture arab culture? No not
really.
HK’s response is also one that may trace back to circumstances, and in this case it
is not limited to the medium of video games. Having cited Civilizaztion IV as a game
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that portrays Arabs positively and going in-depth explaining its narrative’s historical
accuracies before tracing it back to the developers’ awareness of “the impact that our
history had on modern math and science, and that definitely made my happy and
gave me a rare (and short-lived) sense of pride of our people.” In his interview, HK
had stated more than once that there are indeed limited representations of Arabs
in games to begin with, thus making it difficult to construct a valid opinion on the
subject matter, but we interpret that even brief encounters with positive or balanced
representations can sometimes have an impact on gamers’ perceptions, going as far
as to invoke a sense of pride in their background despite not having too strong of an
affinity with it to begin with. We presume that, even when participants are indifferent,
it is possible to remind them of the better qualities of their ethnic identity through
rare glimpses of its positive traits. On the other hand, it comes as no surprise to us
that some participants would not take offense to the lacking or stereotypical depictions
of Arabs in games. Previous studies by Shaw on underrepresented groups in video
games and gamer identity have shown that it is very possible for a person belonging
to a minority group to play a game regardless of how inaccurately or scarcely that
aspect of their identity is portrayed in that game [32].
Discontent and Concern While the previous indifferent opinions are valid, they
do not nullify the sentiments of gamers who felt otherwise. Some participants criti-
cized the developers behind these games for not putting enough effort into presenting
more diverse Arab characters. Algerian game developer, AG, who introduced himself
as being involved and very well-informed in how games and VR projects are produced,
traces his frustration at lacking Arab representations to mainstream game developers.
AG: “They make me feel sad. Mainly sad from the side of game designers
being all about money, or the project manager or whoever is responsible
for pushing these people to be like we need to make money! Yes, we will
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make an FPS game, of course, and it’s obvious that it has to involve Arabs.
You know, everybody hates Arabs, so why not make the enemy an Arab,
shoot them down... Shoot thousands of them!’ It makes me feel sad. It
makes me feel like they have such a bad imagination of trying to come up
with a strong storyline that doesn’t involve, you know, portraying any of
the stereotypes as a bad race.”
Having provided his background as a game developer who has worked with diverse
teams, AG possesses direct exposure to the behind-the-scenes of game development,
and as such his frustration comes directly from knowing how doable creating non-
stereotypical content is and how the reasons it is not actually being done is due to
valuing financial concerns over inclusivity and creativity which brings us back to
Anthropy’s points on the mainstream game industry settling for stagnated material
that targets an audience they feel safe catering to [9]. LH, a Lebanese game designer
based in Spain, said she has worked on projects where she had to design a scene
taking place in the room of a young girl from China. She said how important it
was for her to make the room as culturally authentic as possible by researching and
looking up references of what an average Chinese girl’s room might typically look like.
She says it really is not that difficult for a game developer or designer to do some
preliminary research on an identity they do not immediately relate to, and refers to
how many games are based on Nordic mythology, for example, and how it is clear
that research has been conducted before game production. With this in mind, she
elaborated further on what makes Arab stereotypes in games problematic:
LH: I mean, no one is going to feel good about the negative representa-
tions, you know? I mean, even for example, like in Uncharted, you know
the antagonist is like... he wasn’t bad, he was Egyptian, it was really
funny, like the things that he said, you know? But when it’s usually, and
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not just in games, but all kinds of media, when that is the only represen-
tation that you see, like a bad person and they’re always the antagonist
or the terrorist or whatever, you get bored of it. You get really bored of
it. So, uh, even though he was, as I said, you know, funny in some parts.
You just get bored of that same thing. Like and that pushes the whole
stereotype and stuff, and it’s just like come on, *laughs* we are more than
that.
For Arab game developers, whether they are budding, amateurs or professionals,
to say that creating accurate content is feasible but rarely pursued due to financial
concerns or even laziness, it furthers Anthropy’s argument about creative stagnation
and the industry’s overall tendency to stay within its comfort zone. When LH de-
scribes the extra measures she took to design a character and environment that she
does not personally belong to as being not only attainable, but necessary, it reflects
on a wider collective of expectations from game developers by their consumers that
she felt obligated to meet.
Naturally, it is not only participants who identified as game developers who ex-
pressed discontent with the current state. Many participants who are solely gamers
express feeling irked by the inaccuracies or nonexistent representations of their culture
in games. Palestinian-American Sheikh Haram said that he is “disappointed” with
the current state of Arabs in video games and other media, but that he gradually
became desensitized to their prevalence.
Sheikh Haram: Been seeing this portrayal of Arabs in video games for a
long time. So kind of got used to it.
However, he does share his concern as to how these stereotypes may affect non-
Arab players, and how more balanced representations may remedy false perceptions
of Arabs.
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Sheikh Haram: [Stereotypes in video games are] brainwashing them that
all terrorists are Arabs and they’re the bad guys... [As for balanced rep-
resentations,] If someone grows up playing games where Arabs are not
portrayed as the bad guys, they would not think badly of them.
Given that he identified 10/10 in terms of Arab identity, the fact that he has
become desensitized to Arab stereotypes in games is rather intense. Extending his
concern to how non-Arab gamers make sense of stereotypes and positive representa-
tions, however, exhibits a broader problem among his peer of gamers and the overall
capacity that video games possess in perpetuating or breaking stereotypes
Sheikh Haram is among several participants who make general statements as to
how stereotypes in games affect the perceptions of non-Arabs. Other participants
share instances of extreme cases where they received or witnessed firsthand prejudice
from non-Arabs while playing online. Pizzakiin from Saudi Arabia summarized what
it is like for her to play online games with non-Arabs who take note of her ethnic
background, and how she witnesses other Arabs feeling the need to prove to other
players that they are different from the stereotypes that games and media often
present them as:
Pizzakiin: i try to not to think about it, but stuff like that can affect non
arabs’s first impressions on us arabs. which is not good, because every
time i play with non arabs, all they can think of me as that rich heartless
person who lives under a shack in the desert with 20 siblings and 5 step-
moms . and sometimes arabs try to justify and apologise for their actions
just because non arabs always think of them in a certain way.
Pizzakiin’s responses, even when not blatantly saying so, generally showed that
she had been involved in scenarios where her ethnic background was the subject
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of scrutiny by other players in online environments. In line with the immediate
stereotypes she said other players expected her to adhere to, she recounts how when
playing online “no one recognise [that I am Arab] but they usually end up asking me
about my nationality, and sometimes they treat me like i’m an alien who’s lost in
desert lmao.” The fact that she had gone through similar reactions by the mainstream
community over and over says something about the influence video games and media
generally have on their consumers. Evidently, the effects stereotypes have on gamers
is most prominent in online environments. Emirati gamer FY said that she limits her
gaming to oﬄine games because “as far as online people who are playing sometimes
ruin the experience.” While she does not mention being personally targeted in an
online game, she recounted a time when she was playing Call of Duty and witnessed
a fellow Arab being harassed by other players.
FY: I stopped playing online They called another player names, and
abused him emotionally [it] was Call of Duty (can remember which one
it was). And players first did not know he was an arab until he spoke or
something and then they started to call him names like “Camel F****er”
or “Go F**** your sister and mother” It was just horrible I don’t re-
member details as I just logged off and felt sorry for such closed minded
people.
While there were instances when participants said they did not take such com-
ments seriously, it must be addressed that harsh comments in online spaces was not
an uncommon scenario that many other participants had shared, where their mere
disclosure or conspicuous Arab identity had made them a target for non-Arab play-
ers to make them feel alienated within those communities. In most of these cases,
the harassment would occur without the game or community in question necessar-
ily revolving around Arab representations; merely being recognized as an Arab in
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that community is enough to trigger certain gamers to initiate harassing that player
or those players once the spotlight is on their ethnic identity. American-born Syrian
gamer FH explains that the stereotypes in games and media are so prevalent that they
are implemented into minds of players in games that do not even contain Arab ref-
erences. He describes an instance on the browser-based, unofficial fan game Pokmon
Showdown, where he was assigned to play against a random player who happened to
incorporate a reference to the Arab suicide-bomber stereotype in their match:
FH: Like in the actual Pokemon series, you can give the Pokemon you use
in Showdown nicknames, but since it’s browser based, the name could be
whatever you can type or copy and paste from elsewhere off the internet.
During one battle, I was matched with a player who had a Forretress (a
species of Pokemon) with the nickname “Allahu Akbar” [“God is Great”
in Arabic], but with the actual Arabic text (that I can’t spell out here
because Microsoft Word messes up Arabic text) which I assume was copy-
pasted from somewhere on the internet, as none of his other Pokemon used
Arabic text. Forretress sometimes is able to learn the move “Explosion”,
which knocks out the Pokemon that uses it but does a lot of damage to
the opposing Pokemon as well. Explosion is a somewhat common move
on Forretress, but it generally shouldn’t be expected to be a move on
all Forretresses. However, because I was able to read the text, I figured
that based on stereotypes, this player probably did have the move on
his Forretress. And unfortunately, I was correct. I was able to use this
information to predict the use of the move and ultimately avoid taking
too much damage, which helped me win the battle in the end. I pointed
this out to the player after the move occurred in the chat, and I think
he responded with “lol” or something similar. However in reality, even
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though I won, I thought that it was pretty dumb that I was able to do
so by essentially predicting someone else to be racist. I wanted to type in
the chat “Dude not cool” or something like that. Nothing too accusatory,
I didn’t want to start a fight as I was more annoyed than angry. I just
wanted to point out that it wasn’t funny to me.
A particularly extreme case with a specifically offensive reference, FH’s chance
encounter with the other player goes to show that how widespread Arab stereotypes
are to the point that other gamers take advantage of their anonymity to perpetuate
the stereotypes in games where Arab representations were never even in-game traits to
begin with. For FH to even predict that the other player would use a self-destructive
move in-game due to his personalization of the character he picked shows an upsetting
truth that Arab gamers have to put up with other players’ unwarrantedly offensive
humor. While the internet cannot guarantee itself as a safe-space for all, and gamers
play online with strangers at their own risk of being offended one way or another, the
fact remains that online gamers take advantage of the safety behind their screens to
offend and possibly abuse other players, sometimes in which the abuse occurs more
strategically than others.
The few non-Arab participants in our pool of participants also show dismay to
the repetitive stereotypes of Arabs in video games. Musti, a Pakistani international
relations major who grew up in the United Arab Emirates, says this:
Musti: I hate to see it. It is unfair and crude the way they are portrayed. It
is one thing to get the clothing and the character design right, but what is
the point when that character is acting in a negative manner or follows the
same stereotype that we are sick of. Too many times have I found myself
saying “Oh look, an Arab terrorist looking character how original...” Can
I please have an Arab looking Counter-Terrorist for once? How much more
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stereotypical do you have to be with the sunglasses, cigarette pack in the
front pocket and Arab headdress around your neck.
While we began this section with indifferent responses, Musti’s comment, much
like the game developers’ comments from earlier, summarize the thoughts of more
than half of the overall participants: A combination of discontent and ennui with how
Arabs have been represented in games for the most part. It is conceivable that the
majority of gamers belonging to an underrepresented group are likely to be dissatisfied
with lacking representations of their identity, regardless of how they choose to actively
react toward it. We may not be able to fully measure whose opinions or arguments are
stronger the indifferent gamers or the concerned ones but if anything, we recognize
that the latter have undergone unhappy - if not worse - feelings throughout their
gaming experiences based on seemingly small encounters at times that nonetheless
could or did leave significant impacts on their gaming experiences.
3.3.1 Who is to Blame Game Developers, Mainstream Media, or Arabs
Themselves?
The Mainstream Game Industry’s Fault In summarizing his thoughts about
the lack of balanced Arab representations in games, an Algerian-American gamer who
went by the alias Goku said the following:
Goku: For me, the simplest reason is that [the mainstream game devel-
opers] don’t care. They quite literally do not care about... I don’t know,
I’m not going to pay for someone... I don’t care what people think.
It was a common belief among participants to say that the mainstream game in-
dustry simply does not care about portraying Arabs in a balanced or positive manner.
Whether participants related this detachment to financial reasons or made general
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remarks about the mainstream industry not feeling obligated to be inclusive of Arab
audiences, we found their responses to also be independent of how strongly they iden-
tify as Arab and thus also relating to the previous theme’s confirmation of there being
limited representations of Arabs in games to begin with.
There were a few participants who did not go as far as to label the developers
as being entirely indifferent or lazy. In some cases, participants felt that the non-
Arab developers limit themselves to viewing matters from their own cultural lens,
thus it seemed such gamers were in some ways more tolerable toward representation
inaccuracies. When asked whether she felt inaccurate representations had a personal
effect on her, Mrs.Q8GEEK from Kuwait reflected on the few representations she has
come across and how she considered them to be within the limited scope of familiarity
the developers have with her culture.
Mrs.Q8GEEK: I simply haven’t encountered enough Arab characters in
games, and often when I do, I think of them the same way I think of
Disney’s Aladdin: neither one of them represents me and mine, it’s just a
fantasy world constructed to suit the views of the writers, producers, or
designers.
She was not necessarily critical of the developers, as she traces back their intentions to
fantastical game design decisions. Nonetheless, she does state that the representations
that were intended to be of her culture have failed to meet her expectations by being
limited to stereotypes or fantasies that she does not associate herself with. Perhaps
such depictions cause less direct harm than that of terrorist stereotypes, but they do
come from a place of pigeonholing Arabs through an Orientalist lens, which in itself
can be dreary for gamers as well as serving as a reminder to game developers that
creative stagnation remains a prominent issue in the development industry.
Very few participants had directly used the term “Orientalism” in their interviews
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when describing how they believe the mainstream game developers perceive Arabs
when designing them into their games. Saudi gamer Echo traces back existing mis-
representations to Orientalism and also combines the reason with lack of interest nor
research on the mainstream game developers’ side.
Echo: Of course there is [a difference between how Arab developers and
non-Arab ones portray Arabs in games]. Should we go back to the idea of
orientalism? Like I explained before, we Arabs have a direct experience
with our own culture. Mainstream game developers however, do not. They
have influence by their nation’s stereotype, do not care, and/or don’t have
reliable sources to gather info.
Arab game developers are an extremely niche group in the mainstream and indepen-
dent game industries alike, but Echo’s comment emphasizes an obviously important
fact: That Arab game developers do not alienate their culture or identity within their
own games due to their firsthand familiarity with being Arab, while the non-Arab de-
velopers rely on any stereotypes that work best for their games. Echo and Crimsin’s
comments suggest that there could be a variety of reasons why non-Arab developers
are restricted to Orientalist stereotypes that can range from their existing cultural
lens and not wanting to explore Arab identity further due to apathy or inability to
seek representations outside of the box.
The Mainstream Media’s Fault In the introduction to our research, we state
that Arab identity and stereotypes are addressed more frequently in news outlets
and other entertainment media besides video games. Knowing that Arab identity is,
to an extent, more prominent in other media, we observed that participants would
often associate existing stereotypes of Arabs in games to being an extension of what
non-Arab game developers see in other media and ultimately basing their knowledge
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on those limited representations. Some participants would say that the influences of
news and films are arguably more powerful than video games based on the mere fact
that Arabs are shown more often in those media than in video games, and would base
the preexisting notions of Arabs by non-Arab gamers and developers alike to having
come from non-game media. Participants who blame mass media include Kuwaiti
gamer AWN, who recounts online gaming experiences where non-Arab gamers would
express surprise when his ethnicity was revealed to them. Even more so, he takes
offense that they would base their expectations of an Arab to be so different from
their own personalities.
AWN: When I ask them why were they surprised, the answers are more
or less similar because you think and speak like us.’ Some give a slightly
offensive but understandable answers such as I didn’t expect someone from
your side of the world to have such a western way of thinking,’ which is
offensive because they affiliated progress, development and growth to the
west and nowhere else, which is the media’s fault, frankly speaking.
AWN’s comment at the end where he blames the media by and large is not one
that lacks sources, as we have covered in earlier sections of this research. His expe-
rience indicates that the gamers he had encountered have very little if not nonexis-
tent familiarity with Arabs, going as far as to expect them to “think” and “speak”
differently. To have others give back-handed compliments where their attempt at
classifying Arabs as progressive as per Western standards seems to trace back to the
larger picture Western media has satirized as Arab, i.e. possessing exaggeratingly
stereotypical Arab qualities [36] as opposed to being the sophisticated Western hero.
As expected in intersectional studies, we take note of how the more marginalized
an Arab gamer is, the more likely they are to be harmed by the current state of
affairs. AK is an Egyptian game developer who identifies as gay. He emphasizes how
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important it is to him to see diversely accurate representations of Arabs in games and
other media, as the current stereotypes in Hollywood of aggressive (and heterosexual)
Arab men seem have a personal effect on his identity and what people expect from
him as a male, as an Arab, and as an Arab male - respectively.
AK: I think [accurate portrayals are] important as a gay and as Arabian.
For example when I arrived at US, all people expect me straight (can’t be
gay) because games and movies show arabs as these bad ass tough people.
Even in gay community they profile me as the strong alpha male although
I am not like that by any mean. Another problem, I got harassed from
someone yesterday and he used that (the idea about me being arabian and
being terrorist)/ Also I stayed with someone over airbnb (I don’t know)
at his house and he told me oooh u have laptop and from Egypt so are
you creating bombs (although I know he was joking it was kinda terrible
joke as I don’t him that much). People (who never interact with arabs)
only have one image for arabs which is terrorists.
Although he is a gamer and a game developer, AK’s comment blaming media
begins with him saying it matters to him as a homosexual and an Arab first and
foremost. To recount more than one experience where he had been harassed or
prejudiced against in his everyday life for being Arab above anything else signifies
the prevalence of film and news outlets’ tendency to stereotype Arabs in exceedingly
negative ways. In a later section, we will focus on minority (e.g. LGTBQ) Arab
gamers and the issues they go through and how they intersect inseparably with their
ethnicities and sexual orientations.
Arabs Blaming Arabs As participants justified their reasons for pointing fingers
to blame for the existing state of affairs on Arab representations in games, we found
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the most interesting theme being of Arabs blaming each other sometimes for not
creating games themselves that portray Arabs in a better way, other times for their
not creating media content directed to an audience beyond the Arab world in order
to convey Arabs as anything but their stereotypes. To an extent, Arabs blaming
Arabs follows the same logic as the two previous points in regards to blaming non-
Arab developers and media, but switching cultural lens while justifying their reasons
for blaming other Arabs added an unexpected angle to our research. Interestingly
enough, some of the participants who introduced themselves as game developers were
the most critical of other Arabs, whether they were fellow developers or producers
of other media. These participants did not always personally create content that is
solely based on Arab culture, but they seemed to have an understanding of the effect
producing such content can have not only on an Arab audience, but to the global
one who has stereotyped Arabs due to lack of familiarity with them due to their
dormant or limited production. AH is a Saudi-American who works in video game
development, and is among a those who said that the blame should not be shouldered
entirely on the non-Arab game developers.
AH: I try not to... to pretend that all of the negative representations of
Arabs in media is because of the West or because of the movies or the
creators trying to be malicious or anything like that. They just don’t know
better. This is what they see. This is what they see in front of them. And
you can’t expect them to do more research on who you are if you are not
giving them enough information; if you’re not putting yourself out there
as accurately as possible. So I try not to just throw all the blame on the
creators. I mean, yeah, maybe they should’ve done some research, but
Arabs should’ve also expressed themselves more accurately and try to do
that. I mean, the whole world is an open platform for sharing media now,
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I mean with the internet and all. We should be doing more of that. We
should share about who we are and what we do in our daily lives and...
just represent ourselves better in art and media and all of that.
As a developer with dual cultural lens, AH offers a well-rounded insight when he
blames other Arabs. Not only limiting it to the niche game development industry,
but to also be critical of Arabs in general for not expanding their products and talent
beyond their comfort zone tells something of the capabilities of Arab media producers.
In a way, it parallels with the non-Arabs’ creative stagnation issue albeit that the
switched cultural lens offers a different vindication of why matters remain the way
they are instead of improving. We spoke to another game developer, Asatiir, from
the United Arab Emirates, who also felt that Arabs do not export enough balanced
media narratives that would appeal to people beyond the Arab region.
Asatiir: I think Arabs are unexplored enough, we’ve yet to have our cul-
ture or folklore portrayed in a light similar to say Victorian England,
Feudal Japan or Norse Viking or even Medieval Europe. Arab culture is
as rich a story-telling setting as the mentioned settings at hand. Who can
you blame for this lack of attention though? Most of the folklore in the
region is fragmented, historians only cover the Arab golden age of enlight-
enment (which in itself is a perfect setting for an Assassin’s Creed game,
let’s not forget that covered it in a positive light, despite the first game
being absolutely mediocre), and anything older is just clumped together
as pre-islamic dark ages (jahiliya in Arabic) without any documentation
to fall back on.
Having brushed on different cultures being popular settings or themes in video
games, Asatiir’s description of Arabs as “unexplored” and perhaps overshadowed by
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other cultures’ folklore indicates that he believes in the potential of creating content
that is based in or on Arabian themes. To even cite Assassin’s Creed as having
an ideal Arab setting but lacking in other features shows his perception as a game
developer and an Arab who meets the criteria of being able to analyze matters from
a cultural lens and that of a production one.
Another game developer, QatariGameDev, makes similar observations to what
Asatiir and AH have said.
QatariGameDev: Most developers rely on incorrect data they get from
their media when they represent Arabs in their games. It is annoying to
see such incorrect information, However, this is not an issue only Arabs
face, there are miss representations of Persians and African cultures as
well. Regarding Arab presentation, some still present the Arab as kind
of nomad tribe. This clearly shows that they lack the knowledge about
us and I blame us for that, we didn’t present ourselves for others to learn
more about us.
As with the previous comments before QatariGameDev’s, deriving logic back from
how developers are limited to their cultural lens and also tying it to Arabs not creating
appealing enough content for non-Arabs seem to cause a loop where the blame is
overweighed by Arabs, who at this point may no longer be the victims in the eyes
of their fellow Arabs who blame them. Even though instances where Arabs blame
other Arabs are few, it is worth noting that the participants who did so gave causal
and at times technical reasons for doing so. What is important to remember is that
no matter who the blame falls most heavily on, there are solutions to improving
the current state of Arab representations. Whether the aforementioned gamers and
game developers choose to create their own content that is representative of Arab
culture or not does not mean they should take it upon themselves to create games or
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media narratives for that sole purpose, but it could be a starting step toward creating
more content that is inclusive of Arabs all while sending the message to non-Arab
developer that there is more to the ethnic group than the stereotypes that they are
so accustomed to seeing.
3.3.2 The influence of different genres and communities on exposure and
perceptions
It goes without saying that every participant’s familiarity with existing Arab rep-
resentations is linked to the game genres and the online communities/discussions
related to those genres. For instance, we anticipated that participants who only play
shooter games and frequent those communities may not be aware of some of the more
balanced Arab representations found in adventure or RPG games. When we asked
gamers if they had seen any positive representations and negative representations of
Arabs in games (respectively), we left the terms “positive” and “negative” to be open
to the participants’ interpretation. A total of 60 participants said they have played
at least one game that included (in their subjective opinion) a positive Arab repre-
sentation, but many of these same participants also returned to the fact that Arab
representations in games are generally scarce. We took note of some responses that
confirm how genres and communities affect exposure variations.
Subjectively Stereotypical Characters such as Rashid and Altair were frequently
cited by participants as positive Arab representations. Jordanian gamer Lovidore
plays a variety of game genres including fighter games, card games, MMORPGs, first
person shooters, action-adventure and platformer games. He cited the entire Call of
franchise as one that depicts Arabs negatively, as well as Counter Strike: Condition
Zero and Battlefield 3. We asked him how he felt about the portrayals in those games:
Lovidore: Sad. Sad and mad. Seriously. F that noise.
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On the other hand, he was pleased with some of the representations in other
games, such as Rashid from Street FighterV. He tells us how he feels about Rashid’s
character and shares his thoughts on why considers him to be a positive portrayal:
Lovidore: Great! Obviously Well, he’s actually a strong character in Street
Fighter 5. People actually like playing him, and I like that. As for his
representation. They took the traditional style of Arab dress and merged
it with futuristic gadgets to make for a nice, dare I say, steam punk-esque
look? It’s nice for a change rather than having himself blow up because
of his disgruntled view of western foreign politics.
Having introduced himself as a hardcore gamer whose Arab identity is a 5/10, it
is worth noting how important Lovidore said it was to his to know “that Arabs
aren’t misrepresented on a platform I hold so dear.” To draw examples from several
different games that involved Arab representations and pick out a singular positive
representation amidst what he considers stereotypical ones takes us back to how
infrequent representations of Arabs in games are.
That is not to say that all Arab gamers consider Rashid to be innovatively non-
stereotypical. Lights, a Kuwaiti gamer who primarily plays online games, felt Rashid
adheres to a stereotype that non-Arabs have in regards to how Arab men physically
look and dress like, but with a twist where his attire is unappealingly inaccurate
instead of creative:
Lights: [Rashid is] skinny and he has like a beard and he’s dark-skinned
and I hate his turban! I don’t know what he has on his head - I hate it, it
looks weird, it looks like a... bun!?... It’s like a bun and like a caricature.
I don’t like it.
Given that Rashid’s attire is inspired by the traditional/formal dress men wear the
UAE and Kuwait, it makes sense that Lights would categorize his design as being
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stereotypical instead of accurate per se. Rostam, an Iranian gamer who grew up in
Dubai, also felt that Rashid’s design resembled that of a stereotypical Arab.
Rostam: It’s hard for me to see an Arab in a video game without it
being a stereotypical representation. So, I’m not generally looking for
representation. For example, Tekken 7 has Shaheen who looks stereo-
typically Arab much like Street Fighter’s Rashid.
Having perceived Rashid and Shaheen as stereotypical Arab characters, Rostam re-
ferred to the game Prince of Persia for what he considers to be a positive portrayal.
While the Persian/Iranian ethnicity is part of the Greater Middle East (with Iran a
non-Arab adjacent to Arabia), it is safe to say that the character at least has some
mutual Middle Eastern characteristics. Rostam’s reference to the Persian Prince also
signifies the overall lacking Arab representations, in which the participant chose to
discuss what he considers a non-stereotypical representation that is the closest to an
Arab one that he can think of.
Rostam: Honestly, the last game I can think of is Prince of Persia because
the Prince was not stereotypical. I could also personally relate to his
features because some of his features like his jaw line, his chin beard and
his nose resembled mine. So, the relation may be biased, but that was
the closest portrayal that didn’t feel forced in my opinion. The fact that
I could relate to him on a cultural level also added to the bias, but it just
made me feel good to have a character that I could relate to for once.
Preferring online games over oﬄine ones also affects the exposure participants have to
Arab representations. AS is an Egyptian gamer who mostly plays online games, and
says that he knows of a few oﬄine games where there are “unbiased” (as opposed to
“positive”) as well as negative depictions of Arabs (he cited Saladin from Civilizaztion
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V for the former representation and Call of Duty for the latter). However, he says
most of his exposure to Arab representations is through fellow Arab gamers in the
games he plays. This is what he had to say about how Arabs present themselves in
online games:
AS: Okay. This is kind of... disastrous, but yeah... the majority of online
gamers I will be speaking here about online games, because I’m not sure
about the usual games the majority of online gamers are Arabs, to be
specific, they play a game called Conquer It’s by a company called TQ91.
This game is swarmed with Arabs. Literally, swarmed with Arabs. And
the majority of these Arabs are Egyptians. Cool? Yeah. And they are
the most famous scammers on this game. You have no idea. When I go
play another game by TQ91, and I’m training with someone and he’d be
like “ah nice raid. Where are you from?” From Egypt. “Oh my God. An
Arab. I’m out.” Yeah. You have no idea how many times that happened.
It’s countless.
The anecdote AS shared brings us back to our previous theme about how Arabs
blame each other for the stereotypes that non-Arabs have about them. While AS
observed this among his contemporary Egyptian gamers rather than media that is
being produced by Arabs, it shows that there are expectations embedded in gamers
who are active media consumers as opposed to passive audiences.
Going back to American-born Syrian FH who encountered the offensively racial
reference another player made in Pokmon Showdown, FH says that he generally enjoys
a variety of genres, and was able to cite games with both positive and negative Arab
representations in-game. He notes that most of the games he plays are based in
fantasy settings with no “real” Arabs, but that those games draw elements of Arab
culture in their aesthetic and character designs, such as the Gerudo Tribe from the
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Legend of Zelda series.
FH: I believe it would be great if there were more prominent Arabic woman
who were from real Arabic places. However, in games when there are
woman who are meant to evoke the feeling of being Arab, they at least
portrayed positively and don’t fall into the terrorist or oil tycoon stereo-
types that Arab men often face Basically, it is more important for me to
have the quality of the portrayal of Arabs in games go up rather than
the quantity, although both would help in perhaps making people more
welcoming of Arabs.
That is not to say that some participants felt that the quality of Arab representations
always prevails over quantity. Flopjoke, a gamer who grew up in Saudi Arabia and
also plays a wide variety of genres, thinks that the quality and quantity must go
hand-in-hand in order to break stereotypes of Arabs.
Flopjoke: The thing is - I feel that there just isn’t enough portrayal of
Arab culture at all in games in general. If the only portrayal of the culture
that gamers are exposed to is that of terrorism, enmity, anger, hatred and
hostility, then the stereotype will never be changed.
Flopjoke’s response is one that encompasses a couple of the recurring themes we have
encountered in our research. His concern that Arab representations are scarce as it is
and how that affects the likelihood of encountering positive or balanced representa-
tions of Arabs perpetuate the stereotypes non-Arabs may have on this ethnic group,
thus causing more harm than good. He said this about how Arabs perceive these
recurring stereotypes:
Flopjoke: I just want to put this out there - Arabs actually despise terror-
ists the most, probably way more than anyone from Western and European
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nations, and everyone, especially people in the gaming community, need
to know that.
His comment covers yet another recurring concern, that being how damaging stereo-
types are to the identity group who is often subjected to pigeonholed depictions.
Stereotyping Arabs in games and other media narratives has always been a form of
either direct or indirect exclusion from the wider target audience, and as some of the
participants had explained throughout their interviews, the mainstream gamer com-
munity may actively perpetuate these stereotypes to the degree of alienating Arab
gamers from the mainstream gamer community.
3.4 Arab Privilige and its Role in Inclusivity
Systematic privilege exists in the Arab world and works similarly to Western or
white privilege, where heterosexual able-bodied males seem to have the most straight-
forward access to first-class citizen treatment. For the purpose of our study and given
the recurring themes in the data that we collected, we will narrow down our definition
of Arab privilege to heterosexual Muslim male Arabs. While many male participants
stated their support to seeing more representations of Arab women in games, others
provided more indifferent responses. As for representations of Arab LGBTQ char-
acters, we received an array of opinions ranging from enthusiasm, indifference and
absolute disapproval from male and female participants alike. With intersectionality
and privilege in mind, we reference Elisabeth Hayes in understanding how male and
female gamer perspectives are prioritized: “To better understand women’s and men’s
orientations toward gaming, we need to take into account the complexity of people’s
identities, not just gender alone, but its interplay with and enactment in combination
with personal histories and cultural factors that play out different in individual’s lives
[1].”
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While not all participants chose to disclose their religious views nor sexual orien-
tation, some had made generalized statements where they expressed condemnation
to homosexuality under the pretext of religion. Nevertheless, not all participants who
identified as practicing Muslims were opposed to LGBTQ representations, and as
such we categorize the former group of Muslim participants as having a conservative
point of view rather than a religious one.
DW is a 32-year-old married Saudi male, who told us could not think of a single
Arab LGBTQ representation in any games, and shared an insightful observation when
asked if he believed this identity group should have a representation at all:
DW: Well that is a powder keg. If you an Arab gamer you probably
wouldn’t care if a game is developed by non-arabs if it had any LGBT
content. The censors might care if it got through their channels but these
guys hate fun. It could go catastrophic if media, public option or clergy
paid attention to it.. Even for things that are not there.. Like what
happened with Pokemon.
With Arab LGBTQ representations lying in the bottom of the Arab representation in
the media pole, we reference a recent and relevant case that illustrates how uncommon
this identity representation is perceived politically in the Arab country Jordan, where
a popular Arabic rock band was banned from performing due to the front-man being
open about his homosexuality:
“The lead singer of Mashrou’ Leila, Hamed Sinno, is openly gay, and the
band has addressed gay rights as well as politics and corruption in both its
songs and many of its interviews. In an interview last year with the CBC
show Q, Sinno said that a show they did in a predominantly Christian
town in Lebanon called Zouk Mikael was protested by people who believed
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that homosexuals shouldn’t be allowed to set foot on Christian soil.’ Sinno
attributed that attitude to broader fundamentalisms in the region [35].”
We anticipate that, through analyzing some of our participants’ quotes in this
section, a clearer idea will form as to how Arab LGBTQ representations in games
and media are perceived among conservative Arab.
3.4.1 Arab Representations Decline Starting with Men to Women to
LBGTQ Groups
Earlier, we covered how gamers come across and are familiar with the variations
of Arab representations in game based on the game genres they play, and we took
note of how the overall rare state of Arab representations in games narrows down
the likelihood of being exposed to any Arab representations to begin with. Viewing
matter from an intersectional lens that is critical of privilege, we identified that Arab
privilege is a common theme when it comes to their representations in video games
the same way it is in other media and in real life.
Normalcy Warrants Diversity In this section, we define “normalcy” as simply
representing Arabs as diversely as possible by visualizing the prospect of there being
a spectrum of complex Arab characters in a video game who have varied identities
besides their ethnic one. This theme emerged as many participants would laconically
state that having “normal” Arabs in a video game is an ideal means of presenting
Arabs in their diversity. This theme manifested itself near the end of most interviews,
where participants were asked for their opinions on the representations of Arab men,
women and LGBTQ characters (respectively) and followed by a hypothetical question
asking how to present Arabs as diversely as possible in video games.
Syrian gamer Doom is among many participants who noticed a decline in Arab
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representations based on gender and sexuality. Throughout his interview, he exhibited
an apathetic and mostly cynical attitude toward the current state of Arab represen-
tations, and would back up his statements with examples within that spectrum of
skepticism.
Doom: Usually [an Arab man is represented as] either a terrorist or some-
one with a backwards way of thinking I do not recall seeing an Arab
Woman in a video game Have not run into [Arab LGBTQ representa-
tions] either.
When asked to assume the role of a consultant for a video game company who is
in charge of presenting Arabs in a diverse way, he provided us with a rather skeptical
response.
Doom: My contribution would not be very useful, video game companies
want what sells, I want Arabs to be portrayed the way they are, normal.
Despite his cynicism, Doom had ended his interview commenting on how he be-
lieves there has been some improvement in the representations of Arabs in video
games, especially in recent years. However, he still thinks that the game industry has
a long way to go before it achieves accurate portrayals of Arabs. Returning to his
set of responses on existing representations, we see them tying back to the previous
theme of lacking representations to begin with, and here we see how unlikely it is to
encounter Arab representations, let alone ones that intersect with minority identities.
Two other gamers, NMA from Kuwait and LAZ from Oman, made similar and
more detailed observations of how the representations of Arabs decline based on
gender identity and sexual orientation. Both interviewees expressed how important
it is for Arab characters to be “normal” or how their ethnic background should not
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be the core center of their identity, and followed up saying that they would like to see
the gap of lacking intersecting identities to be filled in order to achieve diversity.
NMA: I can’t think of any game that Arabs were portrayed to begin with
let alone positively if anything there’s a major lack of representation, the
only game I can think of is Assassin’s Creed and that’s supposed to be old
setting and nothing I can relate to. [Arab men are represented as] mostly
violent, crazy, or just unstable They should be represented as normal
people are, there are yes crazy, violent and unstable ones but that’s not
the majority of them [Arab women are represented as] submissive, weak,
no opinions and soft spoken they should be represented as regular people,
some are strong and some are weak and not just one type I can’t recall
seeing any [Arab LGBTQ representations] at all If anything they should
have presence.
LAZ: [Arab men are represented as] War criminals, enemies, and terror-
ists. If they’re in AAA games It’s hard to determine what Arabs should be
presented as in games, as race shouldn’t equate to better or worse treat-
ment. Having an Arab as a important protagonist would be really cool if
the protag was well-thought out and studied for... I’ve yet to come across
Arab women in games. I might need to hunt for games in which they exist
I don’t think I’ve ever seen or heard of Arab LGBTQ characters in video
games. That is upsetting, I would like to see a character like that.
The Exotification of Arab Women in Games While representations of Arab
women are scarcer than their male counterparts, some of the gamers we interviewed
have encountered representations of female Arabs in games. Most participants had
confirmed that most Arab women are indeed portrayed stereotypically more specif-
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ically, as Sudanese-Austrian participant MESB succinctly describes it, the sexuality
of Arab women is either blatantly depicted or otherwise they are rendered as passive
beings.
MESB is a Sudanese-Austrian PhD student and Arabic language teaching assis-
tant. He provides us with heavily critical analyses of how he interprets representations
of Arabs in games and other media, many of which trace back to Orientalism.
MESB: [The representation of Arab women in games], mostly fitting one of
two orientalist tropes: oversexualised in belly dancer outfits, or as hapless
background props with no agency.
An Arabic language teaching assistant and PhD student, MESB had provided
us with critical analyses of how he interprets the representations of Arabs in video
games. Tracing back his comment on Arab women to Orientalism confirms not only
the ethnic stereotypes that Arab women are subjected to, but also the gender-related
ones. When the representation of women is focused almost entirely on their sexuality
and physical appearance coupled with their dependency on the presumably male
player/protagonist due to their lack of agency, we see that the representations of
Arab women have been victim to that as well as an incorporation of their ethnicity
as a sort of plot device that severely exotifies them.
In the portion of our data on existing representations of Arab women, we indeed
did find the ironic burqa-clad/belly-dancer trope to be a recurring theme among
participants who had come across female Arab representations in games, where the
belly-dancer trope seemed to outnumber the fully covered Muslim-Arab woman one.
Badoor and Iblis are both avid gamers from Saudi Arabia, and among several partic-
ipants who say the only representations they have seen of Arab women are those of
belly-dancers.
Badoor, who has written critical analyses on Arab character representation games
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in online forums, shared his thoughts with us on how he has seen Arab women depicted
in games thus far:
Badoor: Arab Women representation tends to come hand in hand with a
sexualization aspect, usually to appease the straight male gaze. There are
quite a few belly-dancer tropes whenever an Arab woman is represented
because it’s a very convenient representation that both shows that she’s
“Arab” and also get her to show some skin because she’s a woman and
women tend to get objectified in media.
The concept of designing Arab women as belly-dancers to appeal to the male gaze
does not appeal to all men. Iblis, who identifies as a pansexual Arab, said he was
unhappy with the female Arab belly-dancer trope.
Iblis: [Arabs] are represented as strangely alien or as if we came out of
the A Thousand and One Nights stories, where the women are all clad in
belly-dancer or slave outfits The game [Subway Surfers: Arabia] showed
a very stereotypical image of the Arab world, as if it were something
out of the Aladdin movie. Not to mention that the game presented a
horrible character named Amira; she was depicted in a filthy way as she
was dressed in clothes that indicate her being an Orientalist belly-dancer.
This would be the equivalent of me creating a game about America and
having a half-naked stripper female character.
Such comments bring us back to Chan-Malik’s remark in Slaying the Dragon,
where rhetorically asking “are we all laughing?” can also be enquired by Arab women
who are exotified and perceived through an Orientalist lens as well. Another quote
from by Christine Chai in the original documentary states that “Asian women as
prostitutes, and the oversexualizing and all of that we have to live with that history
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[6]!” The ramifications that come with Orientalism and its severe exotification are
ones that Arab women are also burned by, albeit that Asian and Middle Eastern
exotification have the rich history of their respective cultures stereotyped differently
based on the race or ethnic identity in question.
3.4.2 2.2. Favorability Toward Non-privileged Arab Representations
Often, when an interview took place over email, participants who stated that they
have never seen representations of Arab women or Arab LGBTQ characters would
leave it at that. Whenever this occurred, we would follow up with them asking how
they would feel about the possibility of there being Arab women and/or LGBTQ
characters in the future of games, respectively. In these instances, responses tended
to alter between indifference or disapproval. This section focuses on the sporadic
responses participants have toward the representations of Arab women and Arab
LGBTQ characters in video games; the former of which was always met with sup-
port from female while male ones fluctuated between the same degree of support or
indifference, and the latter group receiving varied degrees of support or lack thereof.
Privileged Perspective In the same way representations of non-privileged Arabs
in video games skew toward lessening in quantity, we found the likelihood of enthu-
siasm toward minority Arabs skewing somewhat. The majority of participants were
male, one of whom identified as a pansexual and two others who identified as gay.
While being a heterosexual Arab male did not by default mean they were against ho-
mosexuality, there were plenty of straight male participants who were not supportive
of there being representations of Arab LGBTQ groups in video games. Hamada is a
male Saudi gamer whom we had to follow up with to learn how he would react to the
prospect of female Arab and LGBTQ characters in games.
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Hamada: I have never played a game that has Arab women in it. I am not
opposed to women characters being in games, but if it’s an Arab woman
then she must be represented in a respectful way. Although, representing
Arab characters in a positive way should be focused on boys only, because
the presence of girls isn’t that important anyway.
This was the only response we received that excluded women gamers as audience
members. A few other male participants were less restrictive to how they believed
Arab women should be portrayed in games, but they did seem to have some notion
that Arab women are by default practicing Muslim who would dress modestly, which,
according to them, is the only method of respectfully portraying women who represent
Arab culture. Granted, a woman who dresses modestly may outwardly be the total
opposite of character donning a belly-dancer outfit, but the perspective of these male
gamers in dictating a female character’s attire comes from a place of chauvinism.
Hamada’s ending his statement that the presence of girls in these games is of little
importance also leads us to believe that his notion of what constitutes a good game is
limited to what an adult male audience cares about seeing portrayed. Furthermore, he
drew the line at the prospect of LGBTQ representations in games Arabs or otherwise.
Hamada: I believe that there shouldn’t be any representation of LGBTQ
people in video games because games are played by both mature audiences
and underage children, the latter of which shouldn’t be exposed to these
groups. Even if a game like this does exist and if it were market toward
adults, I am very certain that the company will lose a lot of fans due to
the fact that they are promoting homosexuality.
A common trend among male participants was that they “did not mind” seeing
representations of Arab women. They also did not always dictate that the women
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would or should be dressed a certain way. Both explicitly and presumably Muslim
male participants often brought up the hijab (Arabic word for the headscarf worn by
some Muslim women) and would say that it did not have to be worn by an Arab
woman in order for her to be an accurate representation of an Arab female, however
the hijab was a common indicator that the woman character in question would be
Arab by default. The same group of men who tended “not to mind” seeing Arab
women did tend to be less favorable or conditional when it comes to representations
of Arab LGBTQ groups, however.
Compare this with comments provided by Lechiro, a gamer from Kuwait, who
drew comparisons between how Arabs are represented badly in games and some neg-
ative stereotypes of Western people in media; more specifically, he said that repre-
senting all Arabs as terrorists belonging to ISIS or Al-Qaeda is akin to saying that
all Christians are “pro-KKK.” He said his pride in his background is not affected by
these stereotypes, but he still believed that these representations of Arab men should
cease. He also expressed that Arab women deserve better representations in games.
Lechiro: Arab women are mostly represented as oppressed slaves for the
men. They should be represented as they truly are, free women who chose
their own path in life.
While supportive of seeing better portrayals of Arab women, he completely set
his foot down against any sort of LGBTQ representations.
Lechiro: I am extremely against any sort of representation of LGBTQ in
any type of media they should never be represented as the Arabic culture
is a conservative one and these humans’ are extremely frowned upon.
Our question to follow was in regards to how Lechiro would hypothetically con-
tribute to creating a game that presents Arab culture in its diversity, to which he
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kept his answer succinct:
Lechiro: Easy, I should portray arabs as they really are. Human beings,
not a group of animals.
There is an irony to dehumanizing the LGBTQ community and then saying that
the diversity of Arabs can be achieved by showing them as human beings, and we
trace this back to our definition of Arab privilege.
Female participants who had not seen Arab representations of their gender were all
in favor of those representations coming to life. However, not all of these participants
were supportive of LGBTQ representations, and also traced their reasons back to
conservatively religious ones. For instance, Saudi gamer SMH says that Arab women
are not represented fairly in video games.
SMH: [Arab women are represented] like they dont have a personality and
have zero value and scared and like she cant do anything without a male
Yes they they should [be represented differently] because arab women
are smart and courageous and caring and are nothing like the way [the
developers] they show them
After sending in her responses and leaving the question on Arab LGBTQ repre-
sentations blank, we followed up with SMH asking if she intentionally did not answer
the question, and we added that we would like to at least learn her stance on seeing
representations of LGBTQ Arabs in case she has not come across any.
SMH: I didn’t answer [question number] 24 because i don’t remember
playing a game that included arab LGBTQ characters Well im against it
and i hope there wont be any LGBTQ arabs and the reason is because its
haram [a sin or forbidden in Arabic] and its not acceptable in the society
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and if there was a game trust me most of the arabs wont buy it and it
wont be allowed to be sold in the markets
A common theme that emerged among participants who were indifferent to LGBTQ
representations was conditional approval. More specifically, this conditional warrant
for LGBTQ Arab representations came from either a religious agenda or a cultural
one, both of which carried conservative connotations while validating their reasons.
Emirati gamer Manny, for instance, was far less critical of the prospect of Arab
women and LGBTQ representations, perhaps to the point of indifference save for
when it came to religious representations of the latter group.
Manny: Arab women in video games hmm, I personally believe that it’s
completely fine. Hijab or not, don’t really care I personally wouldn’t really
care if Arab [LGBTQ] characters were represented in that way. As long
as they arent Muslims. Religion is where I draw the line on that matter
Like if an Arab guy is gay in a video game I wouldn’t care But if he says
things about Islam, I’d be triggered.
That is not to say that all privileged participants did not show support for un-
derprivileged groups. Despite their privilege, not all Arab men showed indifference
to representations of Arab women and LGBTQ characters in games. Omani gamer
HAQ succinctly stated that both identities are deserving of accurate representations
in games.
HAQ: I can’t really think of any [Arab women or LGBTQ representations
in games]. Most of the Arab women I encountered were as NPCs in
Uncharted 3 and Spec Ops: The Line and they were put in the game
to give a real feeling of the game’s setting Playing with an Arab girl as
a protagonist would be cool to be honest... [LGBTQ Arabs] should be
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represented as the way they are. In the end they deserve to be depicted
accurately just like any other community all over the world.
AAM2 is a Saudi gamer, and was among those who did not want to dictate the
creative choices of game developers and who said stereotypes of male terrorists and
female belly-dancers do not bother him. When asked if Arab men and women (respec-
tively) should be portrayed differently than they currently are, he would reiterate his
indifference to the matter. However, he had an entirely different stance when asked
if Arab LGBTQ characters should be represented in games.
AAM2: I have never encountered an Arab LGBT character, ever. So I
have zero... that’s such a rare occurrence. Like, just to have an Arab char-
acter, that’s like, unusual enough, but to have an LGBT Arab character,
is also unusual. But to have both at the same 3D model, or 2D model?
That would be amazing. I would love to see that. Again, not because I
think they’re gonna be offensive or whatever, I just... it fascinates me to
see these representations, ’cause I see more than a conspiracy, that’s the
word. I see a way of human-thinking, being visualized in this character.
And I’d love to see that. It’s interesting to me. Very, very interesting.
Throughout his interview, AAM2 had stated multiple times that he did not care
about representations of Arabs or other ethnic groups being portrayed accurately in
video games. That aside, he had mentioned that he enjoys unpredictable twists in
game narratives. We had personally assumed his stance on LGBTQ Arab represen-
tations would complete the pattern of indifference he expressed toward seeing more
positive representations of Arab men and women, but were pleasantly surprised by
his support. His and HAQ’s response to this particular group where they expressed
how it would be “cool” and “amazing” to see such representations brought us back to
our earlier trends in regards to creative stagnation and how normalcy equals diversity.
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Dichotomizing LGBTQ Representation Amid the set of participants who were
against LBGTQ representations were those who seemed to refuse to believe that the
LGBTQ community even exists within Arab nations and culture, and attributed it
to Western media influences. Jordanian gamer Maverick told us his exposure to
Arab women in games is limited to ones donning a veil; he was in favor of there being
different and more varied representations “because not every Arab women ins veiled.”
We had to follow up with him to ask how he felt about not having seen any LGBTQ
Arab representations.
Maverick: I have a bit of an unapologetic opinion regarding the LGBTQ
community so I would definitely be upset if there’s such reference espe-
cially to an Arab as the whole deviation from the human nature isn’t
really something Arabs were ever known for.
To follow are some more varied responses that leaned toward opposition or re-
striction to prospects of Arab LGBTQ representations:
Krepljake: well i have never faced such characters yet my natural response
would be somehow a little frustration because such stuff aint usual between
arab but maybe after a while id act emotionless
Dam3: I would say it has to be limited, like to, like an age-certainty or...
yeah. If it would be shown in a game (18+) Well, if a person turns out to
be a gay or came out of the closet or any of that, at least he didn’t have
the knowledge of the existence of such a thing to explore. Like, he’s still
young, he doesn’t need to know what he needs to be doing.
MS: I think that’s one of the most important problems that we will face in
their [Western] games. They develop to make this new standard, this new
Arabian standards or new other culture standards... When we play their
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game, after this period of time, we will face a problem. Also, when our
kids plays these games, maybe they know or they practice some things we
are not... we do not need this.
XxIGamerGirlxX: Naturally I am against it. We wouldn’t accept it from
non-Arabs, let alone from Arabs. I am opposed to this because first of all,
it is known that most Arabs are Muslims, and Islam forbids this kind of
thing. I can’t imagine any Arab country that would promote games with
homosexual representations of Arabs.
Such responses use pronouns such as “we” and “us” to claim that Arabs are,
by default, heteronormative beings unless if they have been directly exposed to a
representation that does not fit within that notion of sexual identity and sexuality.
As such, we gather that these opinions come from privileged and conservative gamers.
A few participants who seemed to belong to this group were less harsh in explaining
their lack of interest in LGBTQ representations, but also did not believe it should
be prioritized. Blakflame, a Syrian-Spanish gamer whom we interviewed via Skype,
shared his opinion on the matter:
Blakflame: ... What?! *laughs* Never seen any [representations of LGBTQ
Arabs]! Um, well, if we want to reflect what is there in our world, I guess,
it’s very very... it’s a minus. It’s a super minority thing. I’m not sure
why someone would try to represent that.
We asked him if he meant that the overall representation of Arabs in games needs
to be improved before focusing on the representation of Arab sexual orientation.
Blakflame: Well, definitely, but anyhow, if you want to represent a group
of people you probably want to look at the most common majority. That’s
definitely my opinion.
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Pro-Arab LGBTQ Representations The lack of LGBTQ tolerance and trans-
parency within the Arab world does not go unnoticed by gamers who are not op-
posed to this identity group. The Muslim-Arab gamers who based their disapproval
toward LGBTQ representations did not put into consideration the possibility of other
Arabs who may identify as gay, whether coming from a religious background or not,
and as these participants carry an exclusively conservative agenda behind their ra-
tionale. Generalizing that “most Arabs are Muslims” also excludes that individual
Arabs follow religions other than Islam or simply do not subscribe to any religious
views. Joe is a Christian Lebanese-Canadian game developer, who pointed out that
the intolerance toward homosexuality and other sexual orientations is the product of
generational and educational gaps within certain Arab communities rather than the
product of conservative religious practices alone:
Joe: I’m just gonna talk about Lebanon, in general. Yeah so [homosex-
uality is] not an accepted idea over there, and usually not by the young
generation, just by the older generation, it’s not accepted. The young
generation really doesn’t care. And I think also it depends on the young
generation, where they actually studied... So... usually educated people
probably won’t have that much of an issue with them.
He did, however, show some concern when asked if he believed there should be
transparency in portraying Arab LGBTQ groups in games.
Joe: Eventually there should be. But I don’t think any company wants
to start the first storm... to be honest, I’ve played a lot of games where
the characters are gays, or in movies for example, if a character is gay. I
really don’t care about it? But... I dunno.
This brings us back to DW’s quote earlier in this section, where he predicted the
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ramifications of Arab game developers hoping to integrate LGBTQ Arabs in their
games:
DW: And if you are an Arab Dev.. You are just playing with fire. Though
I have to say a lot of artists and game Devs are impressionable from media
they consume.. And don’t really notice or even think about it that they
are making characters with LGBT traits that are subtle.. Like dialog..
Cloth choices.. Etc.
AAA from Kuwait did not state a personal opinion on the prospect of LGBTQ
Arab representations, but he did make a broad statement as to how he imagines the
mainstream, privileged Arabs may react to the idea.
AAA: i don’t think that Arab culture is ready for that kind of portrayal
as they would feel it would be mocking them
While a significant number of participants was torn between opposition and apathy
when it came to representing Arab LGBTQ characters in video games, there were
still those who were very supportive of the concept. Whether these gamers came from
a place of Arab privilege or not, they mostly believed that Arab diversity cannot be
achieved by annihilating unprivileged Arab identities based on notions such as how
the majority of Arabs not being receptive to these depictions. Tee, a Pakistani gamer
who lives in Saudi Arabia, realizes how it is not as simple as expecting immediate
and widespread positive feedback on representations of this identity group.
Tee: WHAT??? blasphemy! there are no LGBTQ AT ALL in arab world
:P [LGBTQ Arabs should be represented] without them being questioned
about their sexual orientation or choices. at least in a perfect world.
Mah1010 from Egypt left the section on LGBTQ characters blank and added a
note at the end of his interview saying he was he did not know what LGBTQ stood
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for. We replied to him with a translation of the term in Arabic, and proceeded to
ask him if he had come across Arab representations of this group and if he had any
strong opinions on possibly seeing any in the future.
Mah1010: It is weird to even ask the question any game which would have
Arabic gay character would be upward controversial!!! Not to mention
banned in a lot of middle eastern countries !!! It would be ok for me
as long as him/ her not a representative or a good one for Islam !!! And
it would be story driven not for the sake of controversy !!! I would be
surprised if any developer would even try this though as I mentioned
before they try to avoid unnecessary risks!!!
With his stance leaning toward indifference based on his saying “it would be ok
for me,” Mah1010 is not oblivious to how critical other gamers may be toward seeing
representations of Arab LGBTQ characters. He also explained that his indifference is
conditional by not having such representations associated with religion and that they
must serve a purpose in a game’s narrative. Nevertheless, his second condition where
the representation must be purposeful can be slightly interpreted as warranting Arab
LGBTQ characters as possessing complex personalities, but given his general stance
it may be more of a matter of not wanting to see explicit representations of sexuality
in video games unless if they are a plot device.
In regards to representations of sexuality and sexual orientations in video games
serving a purpose, Emirati gamer Princess H, who has not encountered Arab LGBTQ
characters, said she would not be opposed to seeing any “as long as it’s done correctly.”
She references the game Dragon Age’s methods in doing so:
Princess H: Gay characters should act normal... Like normal gay people...
For example... I absolutely love [the game Dragon Age] they have LGBT
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characters The gay character wouldn’t say “I’m gay” ... They’ll just been
see flirting with the same sex Then you’ll conclude “oh he’s gay”
Her response is inclusive of the LGBTQ community based on how she said they
should be presented in their normalcy. As it was with participants who had said
that Arabs should be shown as normal people whose identities do not boil down to
their ethnic background, reflecting the same perspective on the LGBTQ community
as a whole implies that drawing total attention to that character’s sexual orientation
takes away from perceiving them as “normal.” So while it is not in favor of an
underrepresented character not to have the parts of their identity that matter the
most be represented, those same identity traits should not be the core focus of that
character in a game.
One of the most supportive and inclusive responses to the prospect of Arab
LGBTQ and women characters came from Sharifa, a straight Egyptian-American
gamer. She was among the few participants who were aware of an upcoming game
by an Arab game company titled Saudi Girls Revolution.
Sharifa: DUDE! I’m... first of all, I’m really glad that you’re asking this
This game is going to be about eight Arab women like there are going
to be eight Arab women characters and one of them is gay. One of them
is gay! I am so excited to see this character revealed But like they’re
releasing a comic book first before they start releasing the game... and I
like cannot wait for the lesbian character her name is Hessa, I think? and
I can’t wait. I can’t think of single gay Arab character right now, but I
am so excited about her.
Conveying enthusiasm about the intersectional representations within the upcom-
ing game, Sharifa’s response loops back to the overall lacking state of Arab repre-
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sentations in video games. She elaborates why Hessa’s character is so important to
Arabs and non-Arabs alike.
Sharifa: having any character that is not cis-gendered and is also Arab
or Muslim, I think it’s great! Because it shows that we’re the same! Like
your struggles are our struggles, and our struggles are your struggles, and
out struggles are not different! IT’S SO EXCITING.
To exude such eagerness to seeing multiple female Arab women in a game one
of whom is a lesbian furthers the fact that intersecting identities are indeed scarce.
Throughout her interview, Sharifa emphasized how important it is to have such vary-
ing representations of Arabs, and even made the point that Arabs amongst themselves
are repressive of non-transparent when it comes to representations of LGBTQ groups
within their communities.
3.5 How Game Developers Can Contribute to Creating Better Represen-
tations of Arabs
In this section, we cover responses that primarily came from questions 14 and 25
(refer to Interview Questions in Appendix), which answered a generalized question
about how Arabs can be portrayed non-stereotypically as well as a separate question
where participants were asked to assume the role of a cultural consultant. More often
than not, participants would repeat the same solutions to both questions, or provide
the other alternative that manifested time and again among fellow participants.
Below are responses from different participants expressing recurring themes. While
they seem to be viable suggestions, it must be noted that their formation into a shared
pattern among Arab gamers shows that this gamer group feels that mainstream de-
velopers are not making enough effort to integrate these methods into their games.
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AAM: Researches, studies, surveys and visiting Arab countries By avoid-
ing inaccurate images and stereotypes, and doing researches. I understand
that it’s too easy to throw a piece of paper on a character’s head (or a
turban sometimes haha), make his skin little darker and make him scream
nonsense like ’Lalalalala,’ but this laziness and ignorance harm the image
of Arabs and contribute on embracing stereotypes.
Here, Saudi gamer AAM recognizes how “easy” it is for developers to adhere to
designing stereotypical Arabs in video games, but he also begins his answer stating
how researching Arabs and Arab countries should be enough for the developers to
learn ways in which they can create multidimensional Arabs rather than ones who fall
under the Arab male terrorist stereotype. Proceeding to explain that the prevalent
caricatures of Arab terrorists is harmful to both Arabs and non-Arabs alike indicates
that AAM has frequently come across this depiction despite how feasible he believes
it is for developers to remedy it. Another gamer, AA from Lebanon, makes a similar
observation and provides a succinct suggestion tracing back to our theme on normalcy:
AA: I’d stray away from the generic representation in most games that
cover it, and just make a normal character’ with good characteristics. To
say it in another way, i’m making a ’good character’ instead of a ’arab
character’.
Compare the notion of normalcy with what Saudi gamer KageMania has to say
about creating non-stereotypical Arab characters:
KageMania: I will show the real life Arab world from cultural and histori-
cal point of view. It should be based on real information such as language,
looks, buildings and traditions.
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Suggesting that developers should depict real-live Arabs based on cultural/historical
perspectives is not necessarily a different concept than showing Arabs as “normal.”
KageMania’s brief comment focuses on the social and cultural aspects of Arabs in the
Middle East that are likely to be different from non-Arab cultures and countries, but
ultimately convey that Arabs are normal people living their everyday lives within the
social constructs that make Arabs stand out as as an ethnic and/or cultural group of
people. An Emirati gamer, ReiTech, adds to this recurring observation:
ReiTech: By showing a more accurate image of the Arab culture and
having several important arab character who have distinct personalities
from each other.
Much like the Bechdel Test [17], having a game narrative with multiple Arab
characters who play important parts in the game hints at efforts taken by the game
developers to create complex Arab characters as opposed to stereotypical ones. It
implies that the developers made a conscious effort to be inclusive of Arab characters
in their game narrative, which -one more- can be achieved as easily as researching
and working with actual Arabs to help achieve an accurate or normal depiction of
them in games. Saudi gamer Yasichu is among many who reiterate how important
this step is:
Yasichu: [Arabs can be portrayed accurately] by studying the culture and
asking actual Arabs to help in their studies.
Syrian gamer ST also emphasized that communicating with real-life Arabs is a
necessary step to achieve positive representations of the identity group, and adds
that relying on how depictions of Arabs in other media (in this case, film) are already
heavily stereotypical to the point where they have been ingrained into the minds of
the non-Arab game developers, thus they should not rely on Hollywood nor their
imaginations to create balanced portrayals of Arabs:
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ST: Building the charecter aspects by talking to arabs, not by taking the
image about them from movies and imaginations.
On the other hand, a mixed-heritage Arab gamer with the initials NS says that
accurate depictions of Arabs are only necessary when the character in question is
based on a real-life historical Arab figure so as to not offend anyone, otherwise he
sees no harm in in developers creating characters according to their own interpretation
of what Arabs are much like earlier comments gamers made in regards to developers
having creative freedom in their work:
NS: It depends if its a historical figure it should be pretty accurate but
if its any other character it shouldn’t really matter since its the creators
interpretation of what an arab is in their mind.
Looking back at how having more than one Arab character in a video game can
be akin to assessing matters in the same way the Bechdel Test does, consider Emirati
gamer OS’s comment, which values that both the quantity and quality of Arab char-
acters in a game can leave a positive impression on gamers as long as the characters
are designed in a positive manner:
OS: I would create multiple characters that represent different personali-
ties and add them to the cultural guidlines and beliefs of Arabs and try
to make out a character that would represent arabs in a good way (and
maybe make them a role model for the young gamers)
Sudanese gamer Lemiar suggests that looking at successful mainstream video
games and merging Arab culture into their narrative may interest different gamers in
Arabs and their culture without being preachy about it, ultimately showing Arabs in
a way that he deems educational and non-stereotypical:
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Lemiar: Well i might create a game as same as dynasty warriors that talks
about our old days heroes ,People will love this
Dexart from Egypt also advocates Arabizing games to make them present Arabs
in a more appealing way, and emphasizes that the need for actual Arabs to be present
on the development team is crucial to creating accurate content.
Dexart: Bringing real Arab voice actors , showing the truth of our religion
and culture , working with Arab music producers who know what gaming
is all about
With recurring themes such as travel, conducting research and focusing on nor-
malcy making their way into participants’ responses despite how strongly or not they
felt toward their Arab identity, it seems the solutions Arab gamers have to straying
away from stereotypes are self-explanatory, but again, these overt alternatives and
solutions do not seem to be the norm among game development teams as far as their
Arab consumers can tell.
Participants who strongly feel that game developers need to have a firsthand fa-
miliarity with Arab culture often referred to how vast and diverse the Arab world is,
and how tricky it would be for developers to standardize a single Arab representa-
tion. Such participants would use their own nation and upbringing to exemplify how
complex it is, and explain how they may not be able to speak for or represent another
Arab nation in acknowledgement of how different it is from their own background.
For example, Emirati gamer RR said:
RR: Okay so first of all, I would start with the location. So as an example,
Iraq is different than the UAE. I’m not sure how Iraq looks like, but if the
game is about the UAE, I’m 100% willing to talk about it and give both
my ideas and knowledge to developing that kind of game.
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By simply stating that he does not have enough knowledge about Iraq and shifting
to say that he would be prepared to be a consultant on a game based in the United
Arab Emirates, it shows that the everyday gamer will pick up on cultural and national
nuances that non-Arab developers would miss out on. Focusing on representations
of nationality rather than the wider Arab ethnic group also furthers the need for
intersectional approaches in game design that fully understand political correctness
and social norms within those nationalities. Similarly, Rakatash from Saudi Arabia
takes note of the diversity within different Arab nations that needs to be studied
first-handedly in order to be portrayed accurately. Here is his detailed response to
how he believes this approach along with hiring Arabs on the game development team
are necessary steps:
Rakatash: Um, I guess... just get Arab screenwriters? *laughs* Or, I
dunno, travel to some Arab country and really observe it from there, and
then get the story from there, I guess. I dunno I mean, because, again,
the whole region is quite huge. I mean, being Saudi, I think, a lot of
the games, they’re either... if there are Arabs in the game, like, as an
NPC or a character, a main character, or if they have a story or not...
usually, the Arab equates Gulf. Which is either a Saudi or an Emirati or
a Kuwaiti... someone wearing a thobe and a shmagh. Or an accent. If it’s
about war, it’s probably Iraq. But you don’t see Moroccans, you don’t see
Egyptians, you don’t see Sudanese, you don’t see Syrians, or Lebanese...
so it’s kind of a bit skewed, to a certain area of the Arab region, but if
you want to accurately portray a region or an Arab character, you either
zoom into that, let’s say, spot, where it’s not just an Arab, it’s... you
know, depending on the region and the country, ’cause I think some of
the Arabs might feel offended by that. I mean, if I were Moroccan, I would
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feel like I’m kind of left out.
If game developers truly want to be inclusive of their audience, then they must apply
accurate representations of the different possible ranges of Arabs in their games.
That does not mean that focusing solely on a specific Arab nationality is offensive
to other Arabs (save for the possibility of feeling “left out”), but having an array of
different Arabs can serve as a reminder of how diverse the ethnic group is, ultimately
skewing away from stereotypical representations due to active efforts in illustrating
how different one Arab can be from another. Another Saudi gamer, RM, makes a
similar comment:
RM: I would like at what type of Arab they’re going to put, because Arabs
are very diverse people. Like sure, we’re Arabs, but Saudi is different from
Lebanese, different from Egyptian... I would look at who they’re bringing
in, and then I would do my research. Maybe go to that country and see,
or get someone from there, yeah, and see exactly who they are and what
they’re about.
In addition to his existing knowledge that nationality plays a role in how a per-
son’s background may form, RM states that research must be done on that specific
nationality or country rather than on a generalized or vague concept of what an Arab
is; perhaps even basing characters on people coming from that background as an extra
measure of authenticity. Emirati gamer MFAQ responded with a similar approach,
in which he succinctly maps out how he, as a cultural consultant, would go about
achieving accuracy:
MFAQ: First, I would start research based on the Arab culture that I’m
aiming for. Second, I would then visit the country that has that type of
Arab culture, learn about the history and the society of it all. After that,
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I would ask people of the important of said Arab culture, and finally put
the research together and give the company what they need to make a
new game, or rather put together a setting at least.
Based on comments such as MFAQ’s and others, it is not enough to conduct
surface-level research, rather there should be a committed structure as to how data
can be gathered to create accurate representations of diverse and complex Arabs. A
firsthand experience/visit to specified Arab regions and interacting with people from
those areas go hand-in-hand in beginning to create well-rounded Arab representations.
Our final quote on this subject comes from Saudi gamer Ziz, who points out how
diversity among Arabs themselves can be so vast to the point where they are better
off communicating together in English rather in their respective Arab dialects:
Ziz: Hm. Well, for one thing, people always think that... Well, the Arab
world is huge. It’s from, like, people don’t realize it. ’Cause they think of
Arab countries like, kind of like one environment. They think it’s like one
image. But like, countries, are very varied. Like... I dunno, you probably
know, but I mean if a Saudi Arabian talks to a guy from Morrocco, it’s
probably easier for them to speak English, because their Arabic is pretty
varied. Their Arabic dialects are pretty different. And their customs are
very different. Like, they’re different... I mean, it’s like calling a Texan
a French man. The Americans don’t realize that, but Arab countries are
very varied. They’re like, even in one country; in Saudi Arabia, the East
and the West aren’t that, I mean, they’re not... they have their differences.
These responses first-handedly summarize how Arabs consider themselves too di-
verse to limit their representations in video games to a pastiche of Arab or Middle
Eastern representations. For participants to even say that they do not consider them-
selves apt to consult on a country or nationality other than their own emphasizes
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how research and consultant recruitment must be done precisely in order to achieve a
portrayal to be as accurate as possible. This trend is one that focuses on political cor-
rectness more than it does on inclusion and intersectionality, nonetheless it goes hand
in hand with those concepts as it reminds us how multiple and sub-identities need to
be taken into consideration in order to understand players’ gaming experiences.
3.5.1 Employing Arabs Developers and Consultants
Many participants were in favor of there being an Arab consultant on development
teams as an ideal plan to ensure accurate depictions of Arab culture in games. Many
of these advocates had articulated this in a generalized manner that implies it being
common sense and within the means of game development teams to invest in, both fi-
nancially and time-wise. Need for Arab Game Developers Games development in the
Middle East is a rather niche industry. While there are some capable professional and
amateur game development studios across the Middle East, their English-language
content does not necessarily infiltrate the mainstream gamer audiences overseas. Emi-
rati gamer Dr. Smile said that Arabs are to blame for the widespread stereotypes
because Arabs themselves do not produce games that target audiences who are not
Arab, and as such he felt the closest alternative to creating non-stereotypical content
would be to have Arab developers on mainstream game development teams.
Dr. Smile: We as Arabs are to blame , we don’t have any famous game
developing studios and we never released any worthy game on any platform
, I believe having a team of Arab developer might be a good aid
Syrian gamer KG also shared that Arab developers are needed in order to present
Arabs in a non-stereotypical manner.
KG: It cannot be portrayed until we have Arabic developers do this. The
majority of non-Arab companies are not familiar with Arabs, and find
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a good opportunity to sell their games using the typical sterotypes that
Arabs are subjected to. They will not put an extra effort to seek the truth,
they just want to sell their games to the western audience. Arab develop-
ers must insist on portraying Arabs as they are, not how the propaganda
wants to portray them.
While such responses are blaming Arabs for lack of positive portrayals, the goal
seems to not necessarily focus on Arabs creating amazingly successful games on their
own account, rather there is a shift where it is expected that non-Arab developers
will rely on Arab developers to provide them with varied representations through
creating content that is representative of their culture. We must emphasize how truly
niche the Arab game development industry is. There are capable developers in or
from the region, but they are often overshadowed by the mainstream and foreign
independent industries. Games produced in the Arab world are usually developed for
mobile devices and are targeted toward casual gamers or mobile users who do not
identify as gamers per se [7].
While it may be an idyllic solution to some participants, it is important to put into
consideration that matters are not as simply achieved by hiring developers based solely
on their ethnic background; recruitment must be based on skillset and competence
among other qualities. Perhaps involving anthropologists or Arab consultant on the
team may be a more viable alternative in the meantime.
Unearthed: The Trail of Ibn Battuta, is one of the few Arab-developed game
examples that a few participants knew of. A common opinion that these participants
shared about the game was that it is “an Uncharted rip-off.” Egyptian gamer AH2
expounded why the game was not so groundbreaking:
AH2: Yeah, I saw a game that was developed by an Arab recently, and
uh, yeah, it was like, completely... I’m not gonna say this was completely
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ripped off from the Uncharted series *laughs* So like, wow, it’s so famous
now. So you watch this game and you see Arabs trying to stuff in their
culture as hard as they can, and I must say, that was actually kinda wrong.
’Cause you wanna stuff the truth, you want to put the culture as real as
it was, but they end up... the whole project goes wrong, ’cause you spent
too much effort in trying to put something that you actually forgot the
rest of the recipe. How the Americans or non-Arabs operate, it’s that
they focused on otherwise. They focus on the other recipes...
Suffice to say, the few the time Unearthed was brought up, participants would
criticize the gameplay mechanics and designs, and sometimes even say that it is trying
too hard to show the cultural aspects of the Arab world. In one instance, a participant
limited his criticism to the gameplay and animation but did not condemn its efforts in
trying to represent Arabs as much as it could. Much like a former theme we covered
on how representations of Arabs can be subjectively stereotypical, the same could
be said for the game Unearthed where, despite what little yet primarily mediocre
impressions it had left, its attempts in representing Arabs in a non-stereotypical way
may be appreciated by some gamers regardless of how they feel about the gameplay
itself. More than anything, it shows that Arab game development teams ought to
reinforce their aptitudes to create enjoyable games without being too blatant about
their culture within them simply put, normalcy is what Arab game developers should
aim for when their ethnicity is a vital part of the games they are creating.
Arab Consultants Onboard Development Teams Looking back at what the
mainstream industries can do to provide better representations of Arabs, many partic-
ipants offered similar solutions as seen earlier in this section. What is worth noting is
that many answers while valid responses were broad and within hypothetical frames.
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Whether their responses were ones involving research or firsthand familiarity with
Arab culture, not many participants offered technical answers as to how they would
go about consulting developers on how to create better representations. Nonetheless,
such responses do involve a hands-on approach when participants envisioned them-
selves as video game consultants. Take for example African-Arab Kuwaiti college
professor, BabylonDreams, whose response followed the trend of gamers intricately
explaining the nuances of living in the Arab world.
BabylonDreams: I would contribute by starting with the history of the
region and the different influences on the culture, the different religious
and factions in these cultures, then try to show the differences in modern
culture between more traditional and conservative parts of society, and
the more modern, liberal aspects, as well as show try to show the issues
that lie in the space between.
A similar response comes from Kuwaiti gamer, Ace, who selected Arab countries
where Arabs are the most diverse in terms of racial/ethnic roots as well as religious
views, and said that such regions ought to be introduced by consultants to game
developers to show varied representations of Arabs from them to choose from.
Ace: Lebanon, Egypt and Jordan are great examples of countries with
very well diverse groups of Arabs. I would try to introduce Both Muslim
and Non-Muslim Characters as they are both realities. I would show A
strong Independent Muslim career woman with a Hijab and a Business
suit or Combat Gear
One of the few participants who considered the aspect of teamwork within de-
velopment teams and how different team members offer different skillsets was an
Algerian-American gamer who went by the name Moon. Htold us he believes in the
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potential of implementing rich Arab folklore in order to create a game that presents
Arabs in their diversity. After asking him to assume the role of a cultural consultant
working with a game development team, we asked him if this meant assigning the
developers Arabic literature to research for their games.
Moon: Oh God, no. I wouldn’t actually tell them to do that. I would
read the books; I would tell them what to do. They’re not gonna read
any goddamn books, they’re too busy coding. Um, yeah. Trust me.
They’re not gonna read one goddamm book. They’re too busy to read
the second version of an X-Men comic. No, I would say that if they’re
really interested in that, then it basically has to be a game with, you
know, an Arab protagonist that’s three-dimensional, with a setting that
you know, has some concerns about how traditional Arabic stuff. I mean,
I would obviously go back to folklore for what I would want to talk about,
because that’s the most interesting stuff to me, the Arabian Nights kinds
of stuff. A fantasy setting. If that wasn’t the genre, then I would simply
want Arabs in general to be portrayed in like a kind of fairer manner, I
guess.
JDK is an American game journalist who grew up in Saudi Arabia, and initially
confessed that he is uncertain of his ability to take the role of a cultural consultant as
he is not ethnically Arab. We followed up explaining that we would nonetheless like
to hear his perspective as someone who has grown up in an Arab nation. He refers
to constant fact-checking as well as ensuring developers understand their stance and
privilege as a (presumably) Western company with the means of producing content
to a wide international audience.
JDK: I’m not sure I have the Historical or cultural knowledge to really
help out in this situation. The most important thing that can I can offer is
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constant fact checking. Making sure the information this company wants
to put out is accurate as possible. If they are also an american company
without any Arabs on the development staff I’d constantly remind the
team to check their privilege as a western game development team. They
have the power to portray Arabs however they want without too much
backlash from their audience as a whole. They need to treat the Arab
culture with as much respect as they would their own. It’s a tumultuous
time, and a lot of game devs have the ability to do a lot of good for the
culture.
The combination of checking facts as well as privilege is an important policy
for game developers to maintain cognizance of their development process and how
it affects their audience. JDK’s hesitancy to answer the question at first despite
his familiarity with Arab culture in a way reflects what Arab participants had said
about the complexity of the Arab world and the multiple identities it encompasses.
Mentioning fact-checking as an important factor into representing Arab culture as
a non-Arab is a very practicable prospect, as a historian or anthropologist who has
studied the culture long enough may offer accurate insights from different angles that
are overlooked by Arabs themselves provided that the consultant knows enough about
the culture not to offend it.
3.5.2 Request for Developers to Familiarize Themselves with Arab Iden-
tities
In this final section, we see themes recurring from its predecessors as well as our
literature review. To be more specific, the emphasis in the remaining quotes will go
back to how Arab characters who were widely perceived as positive representations
are the products of research and care that was taken by mainstream game developers
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as well as stress on how firsthand familiarity with Arab culture through travel and
interactions has led to creating apt representations that fans were mostly happy to
see.
Efficacious Inclusivity Efforts The characters Shaheen (Tekken 7) and Rashid
(Street Fighter V) were often used as examples of positive Arab characters in video
games. Considering that both characters belong to fairly recent video game releases,
participants who cited them seemed mostly familiar with the process the developers
took in involving their Arab fans to confirm that the characters would be well-received
by that gamer group. Bahraini gamer 7MND stated his satisfaction with Shaheen’s
character and backed up his comment by briefly iterating the procedures the game
developers had taken before adding Shaheen to their character roster.
7MND: The new Tekken character Shaheen feels like an exaggerated ver-
sion of the modern day Khaliji, and for a game like Tekken it’s expected
that some features are exaggerated. Shaheen was actually a product of lots
of research, mainly by the series creator Katsuhiro Harada that started
on twitter asking arab gamers to give him feedback on some designs.
Dark Desert is a Saudi game journalist who also appreciated Harada’s visit to his
country to research how to portray Arab males more accurately. While he enjoys play-
ing shooter and war-based games, Dark Desert says he feels good about seeing varied
representations of Arabs in games, and was also optimistic about it improving even
further in the future as long as similar efforts to Harada’s are made by mainstream
developers.
Dark Desert: They think we are always in war, fighting, weapons... it’s
the opposite of this. I want to give them the right idea. I want them
to come to Saudi Arabia, to study it, to see the good ideas Like Harada
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from Tekken, he came to Saudi Arabia, when he made Shaheen. Also
the director of Street FighterV, Rashid, they represent Arabs in a good
picture with good characters I feel lately, it’s been really good, I think?
I’m really happy to see this, but in video game stories, I really hope to see
more like in Uncharted 3, where they represent Arabs in a good picture.
When gamers cite the interactive efforts taken by the developers of Tekken, we
gather that they feel a sense of involvement in that game’s wider fan community. Not
only were there active efforts to create acceptable representations of Arabs, but the
Arab fans themselves were asked to be a part of determining if those characters were
representative of them or not. Kuwaiti game developer shared the same notion that
developers wanting to represent Arabs on the wider scale should navigate away from
political events in order to show Arab culture in its normalcy as opposed to a region
that is always at war.
Q8Geek: To actually... the thing is, most video games think of Arabs
as, you know, considering recent events, terrorists and stuff. Or they’re
in a hostile environment because they didn’t actually pay a visit to the,
you know, the countries. The stable ones, at least, I would say, the GCC,
for example. Or Morocco. You know, the ones that don’t have... it’s
not hot, politically speaking. It doesn’t have a hot political scene, as my
manager once said. Like, for example, there’s this game developer –and
I’m not gonna mention his name– and he came to Kuwait, and he was
like “I never thought Arab countries would be like this. I thought I would
be guarded in an SUV and stuff and everything, but everything was open
and everything.” So he actually enjoyed it. He’s coming to Kuwait soon,
for the third time. So it’s just that they don’t have the right image of
Arab countries and their traditions and stuff.
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NB from Egypt introduced herself as an occasional gamer who does not play
first person shooter games not only because they perpetuate stereotypes of Arabs
being terrorists, but also due to their tendency to not fact-check the Arabic language
used in those games. In her interview, she seemed unconvinced that big video game
developers did not have the means to research of travel to Arab communities before
limiting their designs of Arab people to stereotypes or confusing them with non-Arab
ethnicities.
NB: I refuse to believe that in this day and age, it would be very difficult
for developers to speak or meet with Arabs who can help them portray us
the way we are, not based on stereotypes. I am sick of seeing us portrayed
as terrorists in videogames. I also hate when they use random Arabic
words in games, whether written or spoke, and half of the time the people
are not even Arabs - sometimes they are Afghans, Persians or Pakistanis.
Remembering that different variations of gamers play different genres and thus
are exposed to different representations of Arabs in video games, NB’s encounters
of Arabs have mostly been negative ones. Perhaps if varying game titles and genres
actively seek firsthand feedback from Arabs by visiting them or involving them in
social media discussions, she and other casual gamers would become involved in these
opportunities for developers to familiarize themselves with the Arab identities they
are hoping to make sense of.
Boudy, a gamer from Egypt, said that it would be the consultant’s job to visit Arab
countries alongside the development team in order for the developers to understand
the nuances of Arab culture.
Boudy: i would take the designer, of the game to the middle east to see
how Arabic culture are like, and why the designer because he will design
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the game so its must be accurate to the real world, and most of people
judge on anything from the frist time they see it so its really important
to bring the reall image of the Arab culture as such building street, parks
gardens ... etc
Emirati gamer Alepop said developers need to have a thorough understanding of
the culture that can be achieved not only through travel and interactions, but also
learning the language and reading Arabic literature.
Alepop: the devs must have better understanding of historical and mod-
ern arab cultures, this can be achieved though learning arabic, touring,
reading about arab history heritage and legacies,you get the idea
While having game developers familiarizing themselves with the culture to such a
thorough degree may sound idea, it is important to consider that they can only do so
much within a given period of time. We bring up the two quotes above to reiterate
participants’ solutions to how developers can gain a firsthand familiarity with Arabs
and their culture, and tie them once more with how Tekken and Street Fighter have
proven to be majorly successful among Arab and non-Arab audiences alike with their
newly added Arab characters.
Recently Improved Representations To conclude this section, we look back at
how what we defined to be successful representations of Arabs are mostly seen in
recent games. Participants who actively cite game titles as examples that portray
Arabs well or better yet, cite instances such as Harada’s social media interactions
with consumers to gather gamer input often noted that the stereotypes may be on
their way of deteriorating as of recently.
MAR is an American game developer with mixed ancestry (Palestinian-Lebanese
Arab, Turkish and Greek). He identifies strongly with his Arab roots (“8, though if
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I were fluent in Arabic I’d say a 9.”), and provided us with a strong opinion on how
he would rather see Arabs depicted in games if he had to choose between stereotypes
or nonexistent representations.
MAR: If Arabs (or other Middle Easterners like Turks or Iranians) are de-
picted in a video game I would prefer that they avoid the racist or stereo-
typical tropes (oil baron, absurdly rich or in complete poverty, warlord,
terrorist) if possible. However, that tends to not happen, as many games
like to depict Arabs as the enemy du jour, replacing the role that was
once held by Russians in American media. If I had to pick between hav-
ing inaccurate/offensive Arab depictions in media versus having no Arabs
in media, I’d pick the latter. That said, some games do their research:
the Civilizaztion series often features the Arabs as one of the civilizations
you may play as, though that game takes a more historic stance when
it comes to things. I always played as the Arabs in Civ III and Civ IV
regardless, heh.
While slightly the Civilizaztion games he cited were released a few years ago,
MAR had distinguished them as titles that have been fair or accurate in portraying
Arabs courtesy of the research the developers had done. Perhaps with this franchise
specifically, the developers understood the role historical accuracy plays in their nar-
ratives and gameplay in a way that is strategically different than some of the other
game genres that depicted Arabs. Nonetheless, while not a very recent example,
the game is one of the few of its time that showed Arabs in an at least balanced or
non-stereotypical manner.
Geo is an Asian-British gamer with ancestry tracing back to being Arab, and
teaches at a multicultural school. He is among a few participants who say they feel
that the representations of Arabs in video games are improving somewhat.
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Geo: I feel as though it used to be quite negative but lately has become
more positive. Due to certain events i think the media had made some of
the portrayals negative. Although now in some games they are trying to
capture the Arabs by making characters they can relate to
Having cited game examples of both positive and negative representations he
had seen of Arabs in video games, Geo also emphasized during his interview that
he lives in and works at a culturally diverse environment. To have exposure to
diverse representations on a daily or at least regular basis warrants him a perspective
advantage when he analyzes cultural representations of video game characters, and
tying in those representations with current events in the news and the ever-growing
globalization occurring in Western cultures validates his observation as being more
than just a broad statement.
As a final point to reiterate inclusivity, gamers simply feel included as target
audience members of their favorite games when developers visit their culture and
learn more about them. Qatari gamer FAN is hopeful that more developers will
continue these efforts.
FAN: I think up until recently, there was no interest to represent us well.
Luckily, the games we love show us appreciation from time to time. the
Tekken dev team and Street Fighterdev team worked hard with the Saudi
community to represent characters from their country well. Hopefully
more of that will happen.
In his interview, FAN ranked his identity as an Arab as being an 8, and elabo-
rated saying how he would have probably given a lower number had he been asked
the question even two years ago. He also stated that, to him, seeing accurate rep-
resentations of Arabs “slowly becomes more and more important every day.” His
observation that representations have been improving happened to coincide with his
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overall affinity toward his ethnic identity, nevertheless his expectant and optimistic
comment about seeing more collaborations between Arabs and non-Arabs involved
in the gaming industry and how it intrigued him personally is a reflection of his and
many other Arab gamers’ appreciation for such efforts.
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4. Conclusion
During the time in which we were gathering and analyzing our data, Call of
Duty released a teaser of their upcoming game Infinite Warfare, in which a female
soldier donning the Lebanese flag around the bicep of her uniform seems to be a
central character. This is a major milestone for a game that many participants had
agreed to be infamous for its negative portrayal of their ethnicity, and it is even more
remarkable that the developers have made the character an Arab woman rather than
a man. Representations of Arabs in video games may be scarce, but we can perhaps
be optimistic about them improving. Several weeks after being interviewed, one of
our participants sent us a message where he reflected on some of the themes from the
interview:
“It’s super interesting how everyone thinks of themselves as victims. But
can’t be bothered to think of the others (whom are going through the
same difficulties) Humans are interesting in that sense.”
We did not expect from participants to necessarily reevaluate their agenda on
Arab representation throughout the course of the interviews, nevertheless, reflections
such as the aforementioned one imply the importance of addressing these issues. It
shows an innate tendency to not be inclusive of others whom certain gamers may
only identify with to a small degree; for example, the privileged Arab erasing the
existence of LGBTQ Arabs by saying they are not representative of Arab culture
or ethnicity and thus undeserving to be represented in video games. As evidenced
through the patterns in our analysis, the Arab gamer community includes a majority
of people who admitted that their ethnic identity is primarily excluded in the main-
stream gamer community, yet that did not necessarily cause some of those gamers
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to sympathize with other gamer identities that faced mis/underrepresentation in the
same mainstream gaming scene. With our research being one on identity inclusivity
in the gamer community, we had to take special note of how a portion of Arab gamers
is, to an extent, no different than gamer communities of different ethnic backgrounds
specifically those gamers coming from a more racially privileged background with a
plethora of representations to identify with.
We began this research conceding that gamers come from diverse backgrounds
and possess unique personalities, and as such should not be restricted to stereotypical
representations or repetitive ones. We truly believe that our pool of participants, no
matter what their respective stances are in regards to gatekeeping representations,
have reflected the complexity of Arab gamer identities. Because identity complexity is
absolutely applicable to intersectional approaches and understanding individuals, we
acknowledge the loops and intricacies possessed by a gamer who happens to be Arab,
and how that gamer will warrant his or her multiple identities to define them and
their perspective however they see fit. Because being Arab is not a lone identity that
cancels out other characteristics that a person may possess, we anticipate that non-
Arab gamers with their own unique backgrounds privileged and minority identities
alikewill draw mutual values between themselves and their Arab counterparts.
During the interviews that occurred in real-time over Skype/Hangouts, it seemed
that most participants enjoyed answering the question where they are hypothetically
asked to play the role of a cultural consultant for a video game company. What
their responses had in common with interviews that were conducted through email
and WhatsApp was almost all of them seemed to have simple and straightforward
solutions to providing better representations of Arabs in video games by having direct
contact with Arabs and Arab culture. Having non-Arab participants on board to offer
a dual cultural lens on the matter also proved that empathy plays a role in better
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understanding a culture that other gamers or game developers may not biologically
belong to, and that gaining a cultural perspective truly helps one understand their
own privilege as well as draw mutual values and interests with that other culture.
The findings in this research should matter to gamers and game developers alike.
We confirmed that gamers who do not strongly identify with their Arab background
are still able to admit that the majority of representations are stereotypical, and while
the same gamers may not personally be bothered by the stereotypes, there remain
those who felt or received firsthand offense due to the mere fact that these stereotypes
in games are so widespread, not to mention those who were victims to harassment
or alienation within gamer communities based on their mere ethnic identity. The
results also show that the Arab gamer community is ultimately no stranger than non-
Arab and mainstream gamer communities, where intersecting identities will often be
dismissed even when they are already part of a group that has been vulnerable to
stereotyping and reprimanding all along. As for game developers, understanding how
they can integrally improve representations of minority groups is within their means
and seeing how they can use that to make their audiences feel included has manifested
itself in some of our interview responses that showed appreciation for these efforts, not
to mention the generally well-received interactions seen in social media by audience
who belong to those identities as well as those who do not, yet have proven to be as
welcoming of those representations all the same.
Besides Call of Duty’s upcoming release, this year has graced the gamer com-
munity with Overwatch a title that evidently had inclusivity in mind throughout its
development process as well as a new feature in The Sims where gender-based restric-
tions have been removed. Considering the popularity of all three franchises and their
efforts to achieve inclusivity, it may be safe to say that parts of the mainstream game
development industry are moving away from the notion that their creativity ought
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to be stagnated with what has up until recently been what is presumed of them to
create, i.e. continuing to perpetuate identity stereotypes. With this newfound and
palpably flourishing awareness of how inclusivity matters in video games, more stud-
ies ought to be conducted on underrepresented gamer groups to locate what matters
most to these audience members.
In the same way it is with any community and industry, the realm of video games
is bursting with as much potential as it is with space for improvement. In our era
of instant globalization achieved with the click of a button to access the internet,
the request for change, development and inclusivity is nothing short of a continuous
and widespread demand. Catering to every single gamer’s demands is not a simple
task, but having observed the explicit cognizance from gamers and game developers
alike to a status quo that was unsatisfactory as well as having witnessed gradual
attempts at inclusivity fuels our optimism that gamers who fell under the category of
an underrepresented niche will soon rest assured that their perspectives and identities
matter.
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Figure 4.9: Gamer Interview Questions (cont.)

